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ABSTRACT
URBAN EXPERIENCE AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF CITY IMAGE: A STUDY IN
ENVIRONMENTAL PERCEPTION AND LEAPING by TRIDIB KUMAR BANERJEE
"Submitted to the Department of Urban Studies and Planning in
January, 1971 in partial fulfillment of the requirement for the
degree of Doctor of Philosophy".
The objective of this study is to examine aspects of development
and change in people's perceptions and knowledge of the environment,
the implicit learning involved in such changes, and the effect of
past and present experience in the image development.
Initially a longitudinal study in which individual perceptions
of the environment could be monitored over time, was considered. But
this was rejected for pragm-atic" reasons, and more importantly,
because of the possibility of getting a biased result by sensitizing
the subjects with repeated interviews. Instead, a surrogate for a
true longitudinal study was chosen. Based on the premise that from a
comparative analysis of differential perceptions of individuals with
different levels of temporal familiarity with the city, the nature
of environmental learning and development of urban knowledge could be
identified, subjects with three different levels of familiarity with
the Boston area - less than a year, approximately four years, and
lifetime - were chosen. The subjects from outside of the Boston area
were chosen in two groups - according to big city or small town back-
grounds - to measure the effects of past learning on urban knowledge.
Thus at each level of familiarity, the non-local subjects were broken
down in two sub-groups. The local subjects, e.g. those with lifetime
familiarity with the city were divided in two matching sub-groups
also: one from the inner city and the other from the suburbs. All
subjects were chosen from the M.I.T. undergraduate students to control
for such variables as age, occupation, education, etc. Furthermore,
the non-local subjects were selected from on-campus students to insure
identical residential locations. Also, only those who did not own or
drive a car were chosen in order to minimize any possible variations
resulting from different travel habits. Fifty-four subjects were inter-
viewed with nine in each of the six groups. The instrument consisted
of open-ended but structured interview schedule, accompanied by a
number of projective techniques such as map-drawing, photo-sort, identi-
fication of social areas and photo-recognition test.
Based on the review of past work on environmental perception, and
theoretical formulations on cognitive processes, some predictions were
made concerning the baseline difference of environmental knowledge
among the subjects, and the difference in their knowledge of the Boston
area. The predictions were upheld in regard to the baseline difference-,
but only partially in case of specific urban knowledge. As predicted,
the city subjects differentiated the environment at a much finer level
than the town or suburban subjects. This was reflected in significantly
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greater number of categories used by-them in describing the environ-
mental displays. Similarly, the organization of various environmental
concepts used by the city subjects in description of city areas was
significantly more complex than that of the town subjects.
Predictions about differentials in city knowledge as a function
of temporal familiarity were only partially upheld. Although among
the non-local subjects, complexity of knowledge as reflected in the
amount of information and structure in their map representations,
increased with time, the lifetime residents, contrary to prior expec-
tations, did not draw even more complex or structured maps. In fact,
the maps drawn by the subjects with lifetime familiarity were less
detailed and structured than those non-local subjects who have been
in the Boston area for only four years. However, the local subjects
demonstrated a much greater understanding of the nuances in the social
environment of the city and in differentiating the city spatially in
terms of its socio-economic characteristics. Furthermore, the local
subjects also had the highest average scor e for the recognition test.
On a close examination, representations of subjects with lifetime
familiarity revealed some interesting difference in terms of the style
and mode of structuring the city. While the local subjects' represen-
tations tended to be more topological, symbolic, that of the non-local
subjects were mostly iconic, and map-like. It was proposed that this
could reflect a fundamental difference between the adult learning and
that learning which is an essential part of general cognitive develop-
ment and socialization process.
In addition, it has been possible to identify some aspects of the
general nature of perceptions of urban environments and changes in such
perceptions with increasing familiarity and socialization. The implicit
learning, initially is mostly utilitarian and involves acquiring what~
can be called a "recipe" knowledge. Acquisition of community knowledge,
which is for the most part incidental, takes place at a latter stage.
This depends on an individual's familiarity and identification with the
environment, and the level of community socialization he is in.
Based on the results, a speculative model of environmental learning
has been proposed, and the future research needs have been identified,
particularly the need to undersatnd how city knowledge is influenced by
differential learning opportunities. Finally, some of the implicit con-
textual issues and policy considerations for city design have been
discussed.
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Professor,
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The modern metropolis is a complex environment. To be able to
use it, to survive in it, to cope with its complexities requires
considerable skill and knowledge. It involves a great deal of learning
in one's childhood as well as in adult years - learning about how the
city is put together, how different parts of the city are related to
one another in space, where things are in relation to one another, how
to use the city services and facilities, to know what the major oppor-
tunities are, where to look for things one wants, what the potential
hazards and dangers are, and similar other items which are parts of a
normal agenda of city life. This learning is inevitable in order for
one to survive in a modern society. In many ways it can be as special-
ized as acquiring a skill in mountain climbing or sailing. Yet one
does not usually receive such information or training as a part of his
formal education, or in his text books. For most people this learning
process is still unguided, incidental and influenced by personal
experience and involvement. Relatively little is known about the nature
of this learning, much less on how such learning can be aided.
Knowing involves perceiving the world arid representing it in
memory. This includes structuring and organizing past experiences into
meaningful and interrelated units. A person's knowledge of the environ-
ment is a mental organization of his experiences related to it. It can
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be called a cognitive model - an operational "schema" 2 so to speak -
which is the basis for his everyday commerce with the environment.
This cognitive model is essentially the information basis for his plans
and actions ranging from scheduling and sequencing of routine activities
to other relatively long term decisions such as where to live, or shop,
or work, etc. 3
Urban knowledge,however, is more than just the cognitive model
of a given city. It involves the ability to predict specific events
or activities, or the social and functional characteristics of
environmental settings, or to have an understanding of the inter-
relationships between different parts of the environment. In a way it
is like acquiring a language skill. It gives one the understanding of
the "syntax", the inherent sense of probabilities associated with the
ocurrence of various activities, events, spatial settings, and their
sequences.4 It also involves an understanding of the social, functional
or other symbolic meaning of various physical settings, as well as
"the rating of various parts of the world according to some scale of
betterness or worseness".5 Furthermore, urban knowledge subsumes
those general "cognitive activities" which refer to one's "capacity for
discriminating accurately between aspects of the environment" and in
understanding and responding to the nuances in social as well as non-
social environments in the urban context. 6
A person's knowledge of the city, and in fact his general urban
knowledge, is at best partial and incomplete. The personal "terra
cognita" is highly localized and restricted in space and time.? For
example, the areas of a city one might actually visit are influenced
by personal needs, location of home and place of work, social network,
-3-
income, mobility, age, his social status, and his subjective
knowledge of the world. The areas with which he is most familiar
are even more restricted and defined by the limits of his immediate
"action space".8 However, an individual's cognitive model of the world
includes many extrapolations beyond the territory with which he is
currently familiar or that he has known in the past. The world "out
there" is mediated to him by others in private communication, or by means
of modern technology. The information is often communicated to him
in the form of verbal descriptions or accompanying visual icons and imagery.
It is conveyed in various modes *such as friends' descriptions of
travel experiences; picture postcards and travel posters; fiction and
novels; movie films or television shows. Such information is also obtain-
ed from various types of "public transcripts" as maps, history books,
9
etc. To be sure, this world view is further adjusted and modified, albeit
in a different degree, by his imagination and fantasy. 10 Although
there are very few theories that explain how imagination, imagery and mediated
representations of an unknown environment shape individual perceptions,
it is generally understood that individual perceptions or knowledge of
a city are at best subjective and varyingly veridical.
Objectives
For city planners, environmental designers, managers or policy
makers who are constantly in the process of predicting, accommodating, or
modifying human behavior by manipulating the environment, it thus becomes
critically important to understand people's perceptions and knowledge of
the environment, for personal knowledge is the basis for individual
decisions, actions and the resulting collective behavior pattern,
-4-
During the past decade the understanding of how people perceive
and organize the environment has increased significantly. Methods
and techniques have been developed to determine the aggregate pattern of
11
images of the city. Basic characteristics of this consensual or
"public" image have been identified and hypotheses concerning visual
qualities of the city form which make it imageable have been proposed.
These advances notwithstanding, relatively little is known about the
implicit learning process, as a brief review of the literature will
reveal. Both in theory and in practice of city design, perceptual
form or experience of the urban environment has been emphasized a great
deal,initially from an esthetic and orientational and recently from an
educational point of view. It has been argued that the content should
be made explicit in the city form. 13 This presupposes the fact that the
environmental learning does indeed take place from direct perceptual
experience and involvement with the environment. It is then pertinent
to ask not only how people learn about their environment, but also to
what extent their urban knowledge is related to direct perceptual
experience.
The major focus of this study, then, is on the developmental
aspects of urban knowledge or the process of environmental learning.
More specifically, the objective is to study the relationship between
development of urban knowledge and environmental experience.
Research Approach
Initially a number of research options were considered. For
example, the most direct method of studying how a person's knowledge of
-5-
the city develops over time is to monitor his images at different
points in time. However two inherent problems became immediately
apparent. First, in order to observe meaningful patterns of change
in a person's perception of a city, any kind of longitudinal study should
continue for a number of years. This was not possible because of time
limitations. Second and more important, such a study would have
inevitably introduced a systematic bias in subjects' responses by
sensitizing them with repeated and similar interviews.
The alternative to this was a surrogate for a true longitudinal
study - comparison of images of persons with different levels of
temporal familiarity of a particular city. Accordingly three groups of
subjects having different levels of familiarity with the city of Boston
were chosen. Three levels of familiarity were considered: less than one
year, three to four years, and lifetime. To pursue the objective of test-
ing how learning or urban knowledge is related to direct experience,
each group was further divided into two sub-groups according to their
environmental background and experience. The implicit assumption here
was that a person with a more diversified background in terms of
environmental experience would have a higher baseline for urban
knowledge. This assumption and its theoretical basis will be discussed
in detail in the forthcoming chapter.
From an initial review of problems and relevant theoretical and
empirical works, it became evident that the understanding in the area of
environmental perception was still too limited for most of the questions
to be developed into specific hypotheses. Furthermore, because of the
exploratory nature of this inquiry, the merits of a holisf6'c approach
became apparent, since questions rather than well-formulated hypotheses
served as the starting point.
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As a research strategy, an open-ended but structured interview
with smaller numbers of subjects was preferred to a survey type or
experimental research because of (a) the richness and diversity of open-
ended responses, and (b) successful experiences of similar research
done before. As in previous studies, the interview was supplemented
by additional projective techniques.
Organization of the Thesis
The remaining chapters of this thesis will be presented under
four major headings: (a) Research Issues - discussion of the theoretical
background, (b) Research Methods - interview protocol, projective
techniques and the procedure for sample selection, (c) Findings -
organized in two parts; Part I includes findings related to difference
in perceptions resulting from the subjects' background and Part II
is related to the differential urban knowledge of the Boston area,
and (d) Summary - which includes conclusion, evaluation, theoretical
formulations-and policy implications.
Footnotes to Chapter I
1 For a discussion on this subject, especially in relation to the
urban environment, see, Stephen Carr, "On Knowing an Environment,"
Unpublished Manuscript, Department of Urban Studies and Planning, M.I.T.,
Cambridge, 1965.
2.
The concept of "schema" which plays a central role in theories of
cognitive processes has been defined by Bartlett as follows;
"Schema" refers to an active organisation of past reactions,
or of past experiences, which must always be supposed to be
operating in any well-adapted organic response... Determination
by schemata is the most fundamental of all the ways in which
we can be influenced by reactions and experiences which
occurred some time in the past."
See, Frederic' C. Bartlett, Remembering (Cambridge: The University Press,
1961), p. 201.
For theoretical expositions on this subject, see, George A. Miller,
Eugene Galanter and Karl H. Pribam, Plans and the Structure of Behavior
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1960).
See, for example, Egon Brunswick, "Organismic Achievement and
Environmental Probability", The Psychological Review, 50:255-272, May,
1943. Also, Edward Tolman and Egon Brunswick, "The Organism and the
Causal Texture of the Environment," The Psychological Review, 42:43-77,
1935. Bruner et. al. view much of what is classified as learning, recognition
and problem solving as consisting of the ability to identify recurrent
regularities in the environment. The authors write: "One may think of the
task involved in identifying recurrent regularity as requiring the
observer to construct a model that'is isomorphic with the redundancy of
the environment. The case is easily illustrated by reference to the
identification of language-sequences. If the individual knows a langu-
age, i.e. has a model of the recurrent regularity of letters or words
in the language, his task of identification is rendered easy in propor-
tion to the degree to which a linguistic display approximates the
typical sequences of the language." See, Jerome S. Bruner, Michael A.
Wallach and Eugene Galanter, "The Identification of Recurrent Regularity,"
American Journal of Psychology, 72:200-209, 1959.
Kenneth Boulding, The Image (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan
Press, 1956), p. 11.
6 James Bieri, "Complexity-Simplicity as a Personality Variable
in Cognitive and Preferential Behavior," Functions of Varied Experience,
Donald W. Fiske and Salvatore R. Maddi, editors (Homewood, Ill.: The
Dorsey Press, Inc., 1960), p. 356.
For a detailed discussion on this subject, see, David Lowenthal,
"Geography, Experience and Inagination: Towards a Geographical Epistemo-
logy," Annals of the American Association of Geographers, 51:241-260,
September, 1961.
8 The concept of "action space" has been defined as "that area within
which an individual has contact and within which his activities take place."
See, Julian Wolpert, "Behavioral Aspects of the Decision to Migrate,"
Papers and Proceedings of the Regional Science Association, 15:159-169,
1965. Also, Frank E. Horton and David R. Reynolds, "Action Space Formation:
A Behavioral Approach to Predicting Urban Travel Behavior", Unpublished
Manuscript, Institute of Urban and Regional Research, University of
Iowa, August, 1969.
This definition of "public transcripts" is taken from Boulding,
op. cit., p. 65.
10 Lowenthal, op. cit.
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Notably, Kevin Lynch, The Image of the City (Cambridge: The M.I.T.
Press, 1960).
12 Ibid.
13 John Dyckman, "The Changing Uses of the City," The Future Metro-
polis, Lloyd Rodwin, editor (New York: George Braziller, 1960), pp. 144-
170. Also see, Stephen Carr and Kevin Lynch, "Where Learning Happens",
Daedalus, 97:1277-1291, Fall, 1968.; and Sidney Brower, "The Expressive
Environment," Architectural Forum, 124:38-39, April, 1966.
14 Lynch, o_. cit.
CHAPTER II
ISSUES AND THEORETICAL
BACKGROUND I
The major research issues underlying the studies in perception
and cognition of large scale urban physical environments can be
classified under three major categories according to the nature of
the hypotheses and variables considered. First, there are studies
which deal with the physical environment - spatial arrangement of
visual elements, for instance - as the main focus of analysis. In
most of these studies elements of the visual form or the spatial
structure of urban physical environments are treated as independent
variables. Another area of empirical investigation is the inter-
subjective, or rather intergroup differences in perceptions of a
city as a function of various social and behavioral factors. In this
case, social and behavioral differences, rather than the environment
itself, are the major conceptual variables. The third area of concern,
which is relatively less empirical is related to various modes of
internalization, and strategies used by people in organizing and
representing their experience of the city.
It must be noted that the scope of any given research normally
cuts across more than any one of these concerns and that categories
themselves are not mutually exclusive. Furthermore, there are perhaps
other ways of categorizing any given work, e.g. by methodological
approach, by environmental subsystems or components etc., which are
- 9 -
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not considered in this study. However, most of the following
discussions will be related to theoretical postulations or empirical
works under the last two categories which are more directly related
to the immediate purposes of this study.
Intersubjective and Intergroup Differences in Perceptions of Urban Areas
Some of the major factors that underlie intersubjective or
intergroup differences in urban perceptions have been identified in
recent studies. Age, occupation, education, social role, lifestyle,
mobility, and social class are some of these variables.
The difference in group perceptions of the city which result from
social class, income, mobility and residential location is illustrated
in a recent study undertaken by the Los Angeles City Planning Commission
as a part of a city-wide image study using Kevin Lynch's methodology. 2
Five areally designated groups of respondents were asked to draw maps
of the city of Los Angeles. The findings indicate that the city images
of different groups are significantly different in terms of their
territorial extent, amount of details and what constitutes the relevant
urban community for each group. With the exception of the downtown area
which appears as a common element in all maps, the territories represent-
ed by different segments of the population are almost mutually ex-
clusive. Peter Orleans, a sociologist, comments on the findings: 3
Respondents in the predominantly Negro subsample located
in a southwest district of the city known as Avalon (near
Watts) have a rather constricted conception of the city.
For many of them, their immediate environs constitute the
city of Los Angeles. This is also true, though to a lesser
-extent, of a subsample of suburbanites in Northridge,
located in the San Fernando Valley... The Northridge
respondents appear to have a rather detailed conception of the
-11-
urban sprawl which constitute the San Fernando extension
of the original city, but the Santa Monica mountains
effectively segregate them from the rest of the metropolis.
Although Orleans stops short of venturing any specualtions as to why
such vast differences exist, it is not difficult to see that
differential mobility and accessibility - both in the physical and
psychological sense - for people who are differently located
within the city's social structure, as Strauss suggests, are perhaps
the most important factors. Similar differences in perceptions
of the city are again demonstrated in a recent study conducted in the
5
city of Cedar Rapids, Iowa by Horton and Reynolds. The authors have
found that the amount of overlap between images of the residents of
an inner city neighborhood and those of the residents of a neighborhood
in the outskirts of the city is rather small and the areas included in
their images are almost mutually exclusive.
6 .Appleyard's study in Ciudad Guyana indicates that city images
vary according to social class, occupation and education. This
study demonstrates the differences in city images held by the educated,
well-to-do professional elite class and the uneducated working class
members of the community. The maps drawn by the less educated, as
findings suggest, are more subjective, and have a higher level of
distortion. Although the more educated were able to draw more
abstract and schematic maps, and were able to structure the complexities
of the spatial form better, their knowledge of the city was more
localized and territorially restricted than those of the less educated
residents.
Variations in home environments in terms of parental supervision,
permissiveness or general attitude toward child rearing, along with
-12-
peer group norms - which are different for various social and income
classes - seem to have a major effect on the children's and teenagers
expdsure to the city. Two recent studies are worth noting. The
study by Carr and Cousins with the Cambridgeport teenager boys suggests
major differences in the patterns of use and knowledge of the city
depending on whether a teenager is black or white, or whether he belongs
to a lower income or a middle income class family. The second study
of a younger group of children from two different income levels, and
also from the Cambridgeport area, was undertaken by Southworth. His
findings show that the lower income children's use and knowledge of the
city is significantly different from that of the middle income children.
A lower income child is not only more independent and travels more
extensively than his middle income counterpart, but also his preference
for travel modes, or places to "hang out" is significantly different,
Predictably, lower income children's knowledge of the city is quite
distinct from his middle income counterpart. Similar relationships
between patterns of city use and knowledge are reported by Ladd
in her study with black adolescents from the Roxbury and Dorchester
areas. The difference in form and content of the neighborhood images,
Ladd suggests, is essentially determined by the spatial range of
activities of different groups.
Various socio-economic and behavioral variables were considered in
Lee's study of the concept of neighborhood as perceived by residents of
Cambridge, England. 10 His study suggests that an individual's sense
of neighborhood is a measure of his involvement in his social and
physical milieu which varies with social class, age, length of
residence, native status, type of dwellings and work location.
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Personal images of the city may vary as a function of contempro-
naeity, that is, the content of one's image may reflect the era in
which the individual first achieved a level of operational adequacy.
Carr, for example, found significant differences among the younger
and older generations in their images of the city of Rome. Wrhile the
younger population seemed to be more aware of the sensuous qualities
of the city, the older residents' images consisted primarily of
buildings and elements having strong historical and social significance.1 2
A classic example of how personal use of the city effects one's
conception of the city and the specific style of structuring the
spatial environment can be found in Rand's report of a study of the
difference of city knowledge between taxi-drivers and the student pilots
in the Worcester area. 13 These two groups with their characteristic
ways of navigating in space, show remarkable differences in their
representations of the city. The student pilots who are trained to
constantly refer to road maps and major landmarks and other topographic
features in order to maintain bearing are more accustomed to conceiving
space in the euclidean sense. This is reflected in their map repre-
sentations of the city which are characterized by better structure
and positional accuracy. The taxi-drivers, on the other hand, are more
accustomed to conceiving space in sequential and relational terms. This
is reflected in their mode of structuring the environment which is distinct-
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ly topological. The city image is likely to change with different
phases of growth and development and as one assumes different roles in
the society.
Finally', the city image has ontogenic correspondence. F'or example,
a child's view of the city, depending on his age, is likely to be
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programmed by decisions and preferences of his adult escort. It
is only with increasing independence, as Southworth's study clearly
points out, that he begins to undertake adventurous explorations into
the city - initially in the company of his peer group and later by
himself. In the process of growing up his interests change and
the range of his spatial activities increases. Striking differences in
city images of children of different age groups have been demonstrated
by Sievert in a study conducted in Berlin, where 230 school children
of age ranging from seven to seventeen years, but residing in the same
15
neighborhood were interviewed. He found that in early stages of
development the image consists of a series of disconnected districts
with their own neighborhood as the center of the organization, which
grows with personal growth and the image of the whole town emerges only
during the adolescence period.
In summary, two observations can be made. First, in pursuing the
objectives of this study, it is important to control for such variables
as discussed previously since it has been shown that they do make an
important difference in individual or composite perceptions. The
second observation is that the differential perceptions resulting from
different social and behavioral variables essentially amounts to
variations in exposure to the physical city, motives for using it and
different levels of involvement with the environment. This point will
be discussed in more detail in the following text.
Representing the Environment: Theoretical Considerations
In the pre-adult years, development of urban knowledge is very
much related to other stages of cognitive dcvelopment and intellectual
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growth. The growth and development of urban knowledge in the early
years can be seen as having at least three major facets: (a) develop-
ment of representational skill or the ability to structure and
organize the spatial aspects of the environment; (b) acquisition of
various constructs by means of which different aspects of the
environment are identified and categorized; and (c) acquisition of new
meanings, relationships and symbolisms associated with various parts
of the environment.
a. Mode of Representation and Structuring
According to cognitive theorists, notably Bruner, man's representa-
tional abilities can be categorized under three types: (a) enactive -
or that act of description which involves, for example, hand or
16
body gestures, (b) ikonic - such as drawing maps or pictures,
building models, visual imagery, etc. and (c) -symbolic - such as the
language,which is the strongest symbolic mode that effects perception
17
and representation. These three phases of representation are
closely related to various phases of development, While for a child,
who can only make unintelligible sounds, the enactive mode is the
only available means to communicate, for adults the symbolic mode of
representation is the most dominant. For an adult, as Quine writes,
"conceptualization on any considerable scale is inseparable from
language. -18
In previous studies of city images where the subjects were asked to
draw maps, two patterns of structuring the environment emerged -
sequential and spatial, or map-like.19 In either case this was
supplemented by verbal categories and concepts. Using Bruner's defini-
tion, it can be argued that the sequential mode of representation involives
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serial thinking or ordering of action - the situation that arises
when one has to give directions to someone - and can be considered to
have some correspondance with the enactive mode of representation,
By the same token, map-like representation reflects the ikonic mode,
and use of verbal categories the symbolic mode. Whether these three
modes of representation correspond to different stages of growth in
20
urban knowledge is not known. It seems that for most adult populations
all three modes of representation are used depending upon the
circumstances. Among children, it might be expected that the younger
ones will tend to draw more pictorial representations than map-like
spatial schema, and with increasing age will show greater structural
accuracy and organization. 21 At any rate, the cognitive model of
the city that exists in an individual's mind, as Carr has suggested,
is a combination of all these three modes. 22However as noted earlier,
the modes of representation are achieved at different levels of
cognitive development.
b. Environmental Concepts and Categories
A principal concept in theories of cognition is the process of
categorizing. Categorization is the process by which a single object
or event is placed in a class of objects or events. " A category is
simply a range of discriminably different events that are treated
"as if" equivalent." 23 Furthermore, -as Bruner et. al. comment,
"category learning is one of the principal means by which a
growing member of society is socialized, for the categories that are
taught and come to use habitually reflect the demands of the culture
in which they arise." 24
The process of categorization is then considered the most
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elementary and general form of cognition by which man responds to
his environment. Bruner et. al. enumerate at least five major reasons
why the process of categorization is inevitable in coping with
the environment, which is infinitely complex when compared with
the limited information processing capacities of the human mind. 25
First, by grouping together discriminable but similar events into a
single category, the complexities of the environment are greatly
reduced. For example, the act of labelling certain parts of a city
"residential", "industrial", etc. , is a means for conceptual
simplification. Second, categories facilitate the perception of
relevant attributes in a given environment. Thus when confronted
with a new environmental situation, one is able to identify it as a
residential or an industrial area. Third, this act of categorization
renders cognitive economy and reduces the necessity of constant learning
since new experiences, as William James remarked, " can be disposed of
under an old head." 26 Fourth, categorization provides the direction
for what Bruner et. al call "instrumental activity". That is by proper
categorization, one is able to know in advance what action to take with
respect to a given object, person, or event. Finally, categorization
provides the opportunity to order and relate classes or events, for
most cognitive operations deal with category systems rather than
individual events. "The moment an object is placed in a category", the
authors explain, "we have opened up a whole vista of possibilities for
going beyond the category by virtue of the superordinate and causal
relationships linking this category to others."IIt thus becomes
possible to establish various spatial and temporal relationships between
different constructs of the environment. It allows one to conceptualize, for
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example, that slum areas are close to the center of the city, or that
the inner city residential areas are older than suburban areas, etc.
The process of categorization also allows one to place different
concepts of the environment in their hierarchical order. Thus the
concept of a "neighborhood" for an individual may include houses,
streets, schools, parks, etc. The concept "downtown" may include a
business section, an entertainment section, a shopping section, etc.
Categorization process takes place at two different levels, one
involving direct perceptual stimulus and the other in absence of it.
Bruner et. al. describe the difference between perceptual and con-
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ceptual categories as follows:
Categorization at the perceptual level consists of the
process or identification, literally an act of placing a
stimulus input by virtue of its dealing attributes into
a certain class. An object of a certain color, size, shape,
and texture is seen as an apple. The act of identification
involves a 'fit' between the properties of the stimulus
input and the specification of a category. Categorization
of 'conceptual objects' also involves a fit of a set of
objects or say instances to the specifications of a category.
We categorize, say, Whig and Tory statesmen of the first
half of the 19th century in terms of whether each instance of
the class had certain characteristics of allegiance, belief
etc. Or we class together all prime numbers by virtue of
whether' they meet the criterion of nondivisibility.
The environmental concepts, obviously, can be of either type. The things
and objects that form a major part of one's everyday experience in a
city - buildings, houses, cars, people, trees, etc. - are examples of
perceptual categories. A building is perceived as a "building" because
it has certain perceptual attributes that fit the specifications of the
category. In his commerce with the environment, an individual has also
to deal with many conceptual categories such as "neighborhood",
"downtown", "ghetto", "skid row", "combat zone" etc. This also involves
fitting specifications for a category, but the determining attributes
may not necessarily be based on proximal sense data. The difference
is essentially a matter of immediacy to the experience of attributes. 2 8
Thus one does not perceive a "neighborhood" as one would perceive a
"tree" or a "house", although both processes involve identification
and placing of a stimulus input, or a set of inputs into a category
according to its specifications.
Conceptual categories used to represent various aspects of the urban
environment such as "neighborhood" or "slum" are less precise than most
perceptual categories since the list of specifications may vary from
person to person or even social group to social group. What is a slum
to some individuals may be a viable neighborhood to others. Thus the
planners saw the former West End in Boston as a slum, but not the
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residents or the sociologists who had the opportunity to study it closely.
This equivocalness in various environmental concepts has yet to be
studied in depth, much less understood. The only exception perhaps is the
concept of neighborhood which has been the focus of some recent empirical
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studies. Further it is not known whether the constructs and stereotypes
used by planners to describe urban environments have any real
31
correspondance with popular concepts.
One of the most important aspects of the development of urban know-
ledge is the formation of environmental constructs by means of which one
describes the city. Although it is not known at what age children begin
to learn such environmental constructs and add to their repertory of all
constructs, it can be safely assumed that this learning takes place as part
of early socialization and acquisition of language skill long before he
begins to explore on his own. The entire process is likely to be actually.
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shaped by a child's social, emotional, and cultural context. Thus various
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environmental constructs such as ghetto, neighborhood, downtown,
skid row, etc. and their defining attributes are likely to be
prescribed and influenced by the images of his "significant others".
Berger and Luckmann write:
Every individual is born into an objective social
structure within which he encounters the significant others
who are in charge of his socialization... The significant
others who mediate this world to him modify it in the
process of mediating it. They select aspects in accordance
with their own location in the social structure, and
also by virtue of their individual biography rooted
idiosyncracies. The social world is 'filtered' to this
individual through this double selectivity.
As a result, among the population at large intersubjective differences
in the meaning of environmental constructs are likely to exist and the
concepts are likely to vary in their consistency or veridicality.
By the same token, intersubjective agreements are likely to occur
among individuals who share a similar biography or experience. Thus the
concept of neighborhood in the highly personalized lifestyle 'is likely
to be quite different from that in an upper class, highly mobile, social
elite society.
c. New Meaning, Relationships, and Symbolism
It is only with one's changing role in society, diversity of
environmental exposure, and changing involvement with one's social and
physical environment that new meanings are derived, new constructs are
formed and older constructs are reformulated. Similarly, with increased
experience, the relationships between various constructs and their
organization are restructured. It has been proposed by some authors
that the principal way adult learning differs from that of a child
is that an adult typically does not acquire new concepts, rather he
applies his available concepts to organize the experiences of
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a new situation and only learns new variations and hierarchies of
the concepts.36
Learning about a new environment especially when it is not
radically different from one's familiar environment can be seen
essentially as a process of utilizing available concepts in perceiving and
organizing new experience. However, in the process, modification and
reorganization of earlier concepts can take place. This will depend
on an individual's past experience and adequacy of his current repertory.
At any rate, learning about a city for someone who grew up in a similar
city is likely to be in this vein. However in a radically different
environmental situation - for example learning about an environment
in a different cultural context, where the available construct system
may not be adequate, new constructs will have to be acquired and
existing constructs restructured.
It has been discussed earlier that the environmental constructs or
categories, because of past learning or experience, vary in their
consistency'and veridicality. This variability of perceptual or
conceptual categories can also be viewed in terms of what Bruner has
called their "predictive veridicality". He explains: 37
By predictive veridicality I mean simply that perceptual
categorization of an object or events permits one to 'go
beyond' the properties of an object or event not yet
tested. The more adequate the category system constructed for
coding the environmental events in this way, the greater
the predictive veridicality that results.
A case in point is an individual's experience in a new city. In a
new environment, for the purposes of reducing complexities and
cognitive economy, one has to categorize parts of the city according to
constructs he already has. In doing so he has to make implicit
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predictions about many of the attributes of the new environment-
for example social and functional characteristics which may not be
immediately apparent. The degree to which such predictive categorization
about a new environment will be correct will depend upon the adequacy
of his coding system and the novelty of the new environment.
Existing Models of Environmental Learning
As previously mentioned, theories or evidence specifically related
to the aspects of image development are scarce. Aspects of growth in
an adult's knowledge of the city with increasing temporal familiarity
were partly studied in the interview survey conducted during the
planning and development of Ciudad Guyana. Appleyard reports that
complexity of inhabitants' knowledge did not necessarily increase with
temporal familiarity since newcomers during their first year drew more
complex maps than those who had been in the city for more than five or
ten years.38 Although he does not provide an explanation, he seems to
allude to the fact that initial encounter with the city consists of an
active and intensive search for information which subsequently
becomes more routine and simple.
Although no specific hypotheses concerning stages of learning have
been proposed from earlier empirical works, Horton and Reynolds have
suggested a conceptual model to view the learning process implicit in the
formation of an individual's action space and his perception of the
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urban environment. Interested in predicting travel patterns of
individuals based on their perceptions of the urban environment, the
authors have stated three phases of learning. First, the "distance
bias" or the phase of learning based on journey to work and additional
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exploratory forays in different directions around the nodes near
residences and workplaces. Second, a phase of "community socialization"-
when the initial social network has been established and the information
is primarily obtained through social communication or the mass media.
Third, a phase of "spatial equilibrium" when an individual's activity
space is in spatial equilibrium with his perception of opportunities in
his action space. This is a stable situation at which point for
most individuals the learning process has terminated.
Based upon limited evidence, Steinitz has made some speculations
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about the environmental learning process. He has suggested that the
initial contact with the urban environment involves learning the
characteristics of meaningful places and areas. This process for a
native resident takes place during his teenage years and for an adult
newcomer occurs during the first rwo years. This initial period of
rapid learning is followed by a longer time span during which recurrent
patterns of use become habitual but at the same time further contacts
are made with less frequented areas, During this period, according to
Steinitz, although the extent of knowledge may not increase appreciably
over what was gained in the initial period, there may be a significant
growth in the complexity of that knowledge, Ile also suggests that there
is a period of relative decline in city knowledge after long years of
active city use, especially when accompanied by advanced age. Although
this model attempts to link the process of learning with functions of
physical form and activities, little has been said about other aspects
of the environmental knowledge or qualitative changes over time,
Similarly, neither Horton and Reynolds nor Appleyard, as discussed
earlier, have addressed thenselves to the nature of qualitative changes
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in one's knowledge as one becomes more familiar with the environment.
For example, do people become better able to organize and structure
their environment with increasing exposure? Do their images become
rich and diversified? When does one become aware of the social
and economic patterns manifest in the spatial structure? Does the
mode of structuring the environment change as one goes through various
phases of temporal familiarity? Every person has some image of the
environment he has not directly experienced, but which are vicariously
derived from other sources. How dc such perceptions influence his
initial perception? How does his initial perception change over time?
And even more importantly, how is this learning related to his past
experience and this existing model of the environment? These are some t
of the questions related to the learning process involved in one's
experience of the city that will be addressed in this investigation.
Diversity of Environmental Experience and Urban Knowledge
One of the objectives of this study is to investigate the extent
to which a person's urban knowledge is shaped by his environmental
experience. There are few studies which have addressed themselves
to this problem. But as noted in an earlier section, an underlying factor
in most of social or behavioral variables such as geographic location,
mobility, or social status which seem to influence intersubjective or
intergroup differences in urban knowledge, is the differential
exposure to the environment. Thus an inner city child's experience of
the environment is likely to be much different from that of a suburban
child. The disparity in environmental experience is even greater between
someone brought up in a rural or small town environment and one who
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grew up in a big city.
In order to compare environmental knowledge of persons with
different urban experience, it was felt important to study persons with
such disparate backgrounds. Furthermore it was thus possible to
examine the difference, if any, in learning patterns because of
baseline differences. Accordingly, subjects within each familiarity
levels were selected in two subgroups according to small town or
big city background. The subjects with lifetime familiarity with the
city, i.e. the local residents, were subdivided according to inner
city and suburban background. The exact method of sample selection
is discussed in the following chapter.
Before specific issues are discussed, it is important to consider
the nature of the differences in the environments of the inner city
as opposed to the suburb, or the big city as opposed to the small
town.
Difference in Environment The sociological literature is replete
with studies in rural/urban dichotomy in lifestyle, social organizations,
institutions, attitudes of people, or behavioral norms. Although
some of the works deal with social contacts and experience, most of
the works are not particularly relevant for the purposes of this study.
Perhaps the single most important piece of work that outlines the
basic environmental differences between city and non-city life is Louis
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Wirth's essay on "Urbanism as a Way of Life". Size,heterogeneity,
density and the pervasive anomie of social life were the major character-
istics of the city pointed out by him.
The concept of anomie has been picked up again in recent socio-
psychological perspectives of city life and urban behavior. In dis-
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cussing anomie and other public behavior in a modern metropolis,
Milgram has espoused the concept of "system overload" as the
major characteristic of urban experience. 4 2 "City life" he writes,
"as we experience it, contributes a continuous set of encounters with
adaptation to overload." H1e continues on to describe various forms of
individual, public, and institutional behavior which are characteristics
of the modern metropolis as manifestations of such adaptative responses,
The concept of high potential for encounters is definitely an
important way to distinguish the city from the non-city environment.
Another important difference in the city, non-city dimension is
heterogeneity and diversity. The city population is much more
heterogeneous in terms of class, values, ways of life, attitudes, and
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institutional arrangements. The physical environment of the city is
also characterized by diversity defined as " the range of variation
of facilities, qualities and activities and the spatial mix of the
variation."44 Thus diversity in physical form, activities and the
population are characteristics of cities.45
It is clear from the above discussion that a person brought up in
a highly heterogeneous and complex social and physical environment,
which has high potentials for social encounters is likely to have not
only a much greater diversity of exposure but also a different level of
adaptation for the complexities in the environment. Furthermore, it
can be expected that the city subjects, having been exposed to a highly
diversified environment would have access to a greater range of
environmental categories and constructs than the non-city subjects.
-27-
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHOD AND DESIGN
In Chapter I alternative research strategies have-been discussed
and a surrogate for a true longitudinal study has been proposed. In
this chapter actual selection procedures and the research method used
will be discussed in detail.
Sample Selection
The primary objective was to find individuals having similar levels
of familiarity with the Boston area. Although the population at large
could be considered, controlling various socio-economic, demographic
and other environmental variables would have been a difficult problem
and would have required a large sample. Further, this would have
necessitated a.survey method rather than an in-depth interview technique.
It was decided, therefore, to consider a homogeneous population group
for the purposes of this study.
A large number of students come to the Boston area every year from
different parts of the country, and in most cases have no prior knowledge
of the city. Thus, within the undergraduate student community there are
students from outside the Boston area whose familiarity with the city
ranges from one semester to four years. In addition there are students
who are lifetime residents of the Boston metropolitan community.
Admittedly, a sample taken from such a population will not be representa-
tive of the population at large, but on the other hand by using such a
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sample many of the social and behavioral variables such as age,
occupation, social role, lifestyle, income, residential location, etc.
can be controlled. This was seen as important because as it has been
discussed earlier, these variables seem to influence the individual's
images of the city, yet are not directly related to the purposes of
this study.
Three levels of temporal familiarity were obtained by selecting two
groups of non-local students from the freshman and senior classes and
one group of local students irrespective of their classes. It was
thus possible to have three groups of students who have been in the
Boston area less than one year, approximately four years, and lifetime.
These three levels of familiarity will be referred to hereafter as low,
medium, and high. At each familiarity level, the subjects were
further subdivided according to their environmental background, e.g.,
small town or big city for non-local students and inner city or suburb
for local students. The underlying assumption here was that the range
of experience of living in the inner city is much more diversified
than that in the suburbs and this difference corresponds, albeit
to a lesser extent, to that difference between small town and big city
experiences. The overall scheme for subject selection then is as
follows.
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Table 3.1 Scheme For Selecting Subjects
Temporal Familiarity
Low Medium High
Period of
Residence Less than approximately lifetime
one year four years residents
Diversity of
Environmental
Experience
High Freshman
(big city
background)
Senior
(big city
background)
Inner City
students *
Freshman
(small town
background)
Senior
(small town
background)
* Inner city was defined as the dense and highly
urbanized area including Boston, Chelsea, Everett,
Somerville, Cambridge, and Brookline.
Some deliberations were made concerning an adequate sample size,
especially since there were no specific guidelines available. Based
primarily on the experiences of previous research, it was initially decided
to have six groups of subjects with ten in each group. The actual number
of subjects interviewed was nine for each group.
Selection of Subjects
Fifty-four subjects, nine in each of the six groups, were selected
from the undergraduate student community of M.I.T. Non-local students
were selected from those who live on campus. This insured a more or less
identical residential location in the city for the non-local students.
For local students this was not controlled because they have already
Low Suburban
students
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lived most of their life at various locations within the city or the
metropolitan area. Furthermore it was not expected that very many
local residents would live on campus. 2
Non-local students were further screened to insure that they did
not own a car in Boston. Since someone who drives a car is likely to have
3
a completely different type of exposure to the city than the pedestrian
it was felt desirable to control for this variable. However in the case
of local residents, this was not enforced since it was expected that a
local resident in the process of growing up in this area already had many
opportunities to take car trips in and around the city, even though
he may not own a car.
The names were selected from the M.I.T. Student Directory in which
both home and school addresses were listed. The page numbers were
selected by using a table of random numbers. The first names that met
the criteria for selection in any one of these categories were included
4
on the list.
In selecting non-local subjects with big-city background, only those
whose home addresses were in any one of the twenty-five largest cities
5
were selected.
Selection of non-local subjects with small-town backgrounds was
somewhat more complicated. Small town was defined in terms of places with
a population less than 30,000. 6 Once the place listed in an address was
not any one of the twenty-five big cities, its population size was looked
up in the census data. If it was less than 30,000 a further check was
made to make sure that the place was not part of any metropolitan area or
that the county where it was located was not identified as a SMSA.
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This initial screening did not however guarantee that for non-
local students (a) an out of state address would necessarily mean that
a person has never been to the Boston area, or that (b) he does not own
a car. By the same token, a local home address either within the city
or the metropolitan area did not necessarily imply that the subject in
consideration would be a lifetime resident of the Boston area. This
required further verification by a follow-up telephone call once the
letters of introduction were sent out. The letters sent to local subjects
were somewhat different from those sent to non-local subjects. (See
Appendix A) Letters were mailed to one hundred and twenty-five students.
Of this number, only eighty-four could be reached by telephone. Twenty-
three students were disqualified by not meeting any one of the criteria
used for final selection. Only seven students refused to participate or
failed to appear for the interview.
The Interview: Protocol
The final interview schedule evolved from a trial run with three
Freshman subjects who had then just arrived in Boston. This was con-
ducted in the early Fall of 1969. Final modifications were made on the
basis of a pretest of six subjects immediately before the final interview-
ing began in March, 1970. A number of different methods were tested in
the first trial interviews which took at least two sessions lasting for
four to five hours. The final interview lasted on the average two to
two and a half hours. Almost all the interviews were taped and selectively
91 10
transcribed. The final interview schedule is presented in Appendix C.
Questions were basically organized in three parts:
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a. Prior expectations, initial experience and reaction
to the environment - only for non-local subjects
b. General perceptions and knowledge of the urban
environment
c. Perceptions and knowledge of the Boston area- learning
and changes in perception over time
The interview schedule was supplemented by four different tasks:
(a) photo-sort, (b) map drawing, (c) identification of social areas on'a
ran overlay, and (d) photo recognition.
A. Photo-sort
The subjects were asked to sort fifty black and white photographs
depicting a diverse range of urban scenes into as many piles as the
subject wished so that each pile represented one specific aspect of.the
urban environment. The photographs were representative of different types
of urban scenes showing various activities and locations within a city.
A few of the photographs depicted scenes of foreign cities. These were
included to test the subject's ability to hypothesize re locational,
functional or other socio-economic characteristics of the environment.
Clearly the display was not exhaustive. However it would have been
impossible to present a comprehensive array of photographs showing all
possible environmental variations. It became apparent from the pretest
experience that any task involving more than fifty pictures may become
too time consuming, boring, and more importantly, difficult for the
subjects to organize. These fifty pictures were selected from an original
set of two hundred pictures. In selecting these fifty pictures, particular
care was given to achieve a maximum range of representativeness. ( See
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Appendix C )
The primary purpose of this photo-sort task was to obtain (a) a
baseline measure of environmental knowledge, (b) levels of discrimination,
and (c) modes of categorizing.
B. Map Drawing
In past studies, maps drawn by subjects proved to be an extremely
effective projective technique in eliciting an observer's perception
and organization of the environment. The task was essentially the
11
same as the one developed by Lynch. However in this study the subjects
were merely asked to draw a map of the Boston area as they knew it.
Sequence and ordering of elements shown in the map were noted. The
purpose of this task was to test (a) the complexity of a subject's
knowledge of the Boston area, (b) the way he structured the environment,
and (c) the types of elements used by him in representing the
environment.
C. Identification on Map Overlay
One of the tasks accompanying the interview required the subjects
to indicate on a clear acetate overlay on a USGS map of Boston and
its immediate environs 13 the different social and functional areas,
areas of primary and secondary familiarity, and that part of the city
which he considers to be his neighborhood.
The purpose of this test is threefold. First, the intent was to
see how much the subject knew about the social aspects of various parts
of the city, what kind of categories he used to classify the people in
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the city, whether or not he correctly inferred about class, income
or other occupational categories of various areas, and such differences
among subgroups. Second, the information concerning spatial familiarity
was to be used as the basis for comparing spatial familiarity with the
city knowledge, as reflected in the map representation or identification
of social and functional areas. Third, the neighborhood boundary
was to be used for the purposes of spatial identification, territoriality
and changes over time in the composite patterns of different subgroups.
D. Recognition Test
Thirty pictures from the Boston area were selected for the purposes
of the recognition test. Fifteen of the thirty pictures included major
landmarks, about half of the rest were representative of different districts
of the city of Boston having distinctive characteristics. The remaining
were nondescript pictures - pictures which could be from many different
parts of the city. The latter group was used to judge the subject's
ability to predict or rather hypothesize accurately their locations.
The overall goal of this task was again to test the knowledge of
the subjects relation with spatial familiarity, level of uncertainty,
and the degree to which their knowledge changed with increasing familiarity.
The Questionaire
The interview protocol was accompanied at the end by a questionaire.
See Appendix C
The major purpose of this questionaire, in addition to recording
name, age, family income, etc., was to obtain supplementary information
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on an individual's environmental background. Although the home.
address has been used as a basis for deciding whether or not one came
from a big city or a small town, there was no way of knowing if a
subject had previously lived in other places. In other words, a
subject with a big city home address may have been brought up in a
small town or vice versa. Thus the questionaire attempted to obtain
information related to places where subjects previously lived. Further-
more this also gave some indication of the residential mobility of each
subject.
Travel is another factor which contributes to the richness of one's
experience. Therefore the second part of the questionaire was designed
to record the travel experiences of individual subjects.
In the discussion of theoretical work, it was shown that the
experiences at different levels of individual development have different
magnitudes of importance in building up of one's repertory of concepts
and their organization. Therefore, the subjects were asked to note
their age when they moved from one place to another or when they travelled.
An index of diversity of environmental experience was to be constructed from
this information. This is explained in a supplementary analysis in
Appendix B.
Footnotes to Chapter III
This was because of the premature closing down of the Institute
for political activities resulting from the Kent State and Cambodian
incidents-in April, 1970. See Appendix A. for subject characteristics.
2
It turned out, however, that some of the local subjects, especially
those with homes in outlying suburbs, had lived on campus.
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This difference is likely to exist both in terms of spatial extent
of travel - someone who owns a car having greater mobility - as well as
the quality of experience. Whereas a driver's view is highly programmed,
the pedestrian experience is much more unstructured. Also, there is a
basic difference in the scale of the environment as experienced in these
two different modes. For a description of the pedestrian experience, see,
Kevin Lynch and Malcom Rivkin, "A Walk Around the Block," Landscape,
8:24-34, Spring, 1959. Also see, for an experimental study of automobile
passengers' perceptions of the environment, Stephen Carr and Dale Schissler,
"The City as a Trip: Perceptual Selection and Memory in the View from the
Road," Environment and Behavior, 1:7-35, June, 1969.
The criteria for selection were, (a)for local inner city subjects -
both term and home address in the inner city, or a term address at M.I.T.
but home address in inner city; (b) for local suburban subjects - both
term and home address in the suburbs, or a term address at M.I.T. and home
address in the suburbs; (c) for non-local subjects - home address not in
Massachusetts, and term address at M.I.T. Massachusetts addresses were not
included because the students from Massachusetts are likely to have some
familiarity with the Boston area.
5 The cities represented by the non-local subjects are New York,
Portland, Ore. ,Baltimore, Chicago, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, Saint Louis,
Pittsburgh, Miami, Cleveland and Seattle.
6 Initially the limit was set at 10,000 but it became apparent that
chances of obtaining enough names for the required sample size were very
slim.
The sources consulted were (a) "County and City Data Book',' and in
some cases (b)"Rand-M'cNally World Atlas, because the former does not list
places with population less than 2,500. U.S.Bureau of Census, _County and
City Data Book, 1962 (A Statistical Abstract Supplement), U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C.,1962; Rand McNally Cosmopolitan World
Atlas, Centennial Edition,(New York: Rand McNally and Co. ,1955).
8 SMSA - Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area, as defined in the
"City County Data Book", ibid. p xi.
9 Three interviews could not be recorded because of mechanical
trouble, and in one case , stolen tape recorder,
10 The original interview schedule included more questions than
shown in the Appendix C. These are not included here because they are
part of a different study.
11 Kevin Lynch, The Image of the City,(Cambridge: The M.I.T. Press,
1960). See Appendix B., pp 140-159.
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12
United States Geologic Survey maps, scale 1:24,000.
13 Included parts of Cambridge, Somerville, Everett, Chelsea and
Brookline. See Appendix C.
CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS: PART I
This chapter deals with the first part of the findings concerning
baseline differences among subjects with different backgrounds. The
findings are based upon -the responses to questions related to
perception of cities in general and free sorting of photographs. As
an extension of theoretical discussions, some predictions were made
which seem to be partially upheld.
Photo-sort Task
The details of this task and the procedure for :sorting photographs
are described in detail in Appendix C. In short, the subject
was given a randomly arranged set of fifty photographs which. he
was asked to sort in different piles - as many as he wanted - so
that each pile, according to him, represented one particular
aspect of the urban environment. No other specific.criteria were
mentioned. Once the sorting was done, the subject was asked if
he wanted to break down the piles into smaller piles, or combine them
to form bigger piles or leave them in the order they were. Only a
little over one fourth of all subjects changed the original set of
piles. The order in which the photographs were presented was reversed
-for half the subjects in each group to eliminate any systematic bias
in the display. Once the sorting was done the subjects were asked to
describe what the piles represented and what the characteristics of
.42 -
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each pile were.
In the theoretical section of this study some of the inherent
environmental differences between a big city and a small town, or
for that matter inner city and suburban areas, have been discussed. It
has been speculated that an individual with a big city background
is more likely to be exposed to a much greater variety of environmental
conditions than someone who grew up in a less heterogeneous and less
diversified environment of the suburban areas. Now, what are the
likely differences in urban knowledge of persons from such disparate
backgrounds? 1
First of all, it can be expected that because the city subjects have
been exposed to a more diverse range of environments, they would
have the opportunity to learn about them, their characteristics,
differences and relationships. As a result, they are.likely to have
access to a much wider range of environmental constructs, and also
they are likely to differentiate the environment at a much finer
level. It can then be expected that given a task to categorize a
set of photographs representing different types of environments, the
city subjects in general are likely to make more piles than the town
or suburban subjects. Some further speculations can be made too.
For example, the experience of living in the city of Boston for small
town subjects - for many of them it could be the first experience
of a big city - is much more educative than for other city subjects
who have already lived in big cities. Thus it can be expected
that the town subjects who have lived in the Boston area for some
time are likely to have new environmental experiences and learning,
resulting in a richer repertory of available categories.
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Table 4.1 Average Number of Categories Used in
Photo-sorting by Different Groups
Familiarity Home background: Home background: Significance
town or local city of
suburb difference
*
Low 7.8 (7.3) 11,0 (11.3) .013
Medium 9.8 (10.1) 11.7 (11.5) .099
High 8.2 (8.1) 11.2 (11.4) .072
All subjects 8.6 (8.5) 11.3 (11.4) <.02
* The figures within parentheses indicate mean number of
categories based upon second round changes made by the subjects.
This table indicates that the city subjects in all categories
including inner city residents have used a higher number of categories
than their town or suburban counterparts. Using the Median Test,
the overall difference between the two groups was found to be
significant at the .02 level. 2This difference was also found
significant at the .02 level among the non-local subjects with town
and city backgrounds. Differences between familiarity groups are
also shown in Table 4.1 ( the Mann-Whitney 'U' Test was used ).
As one might have expected, the largest difference in average number
of categories used is between the two groups of low familiarity or
freshman subjects. Those who lived in a city used forty percent more
categories than did those who had previously lived in a town. By
senior year town dwellers appeared to have caught up with the city
dwellers. Metropolitan Bostonians,too, differed markedly in the
number of categories depending on whether they came from the suburbs or
the inner city. However, the differences among the medium-familiarity
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or senior city and town subjects, and the local inner city and
suburban subjects are not significant at an acceptable level, even
though in both cases the city subjects had used at least twenty-
five percent more categories on the average. ( see Table 4.1 )
The fact that the town subjects had almost caught up with the city
subjects tends to indirectly indicate effects of recent learning.
This argument is generally in line with the second prediction, that is,
the senior town subjects would differentiate the environment at a
much finer level than the freshman town subjects. However this
prediction was not upheld either as the difference was not statistically
significant at an acceptable level, 5 although among the town subjects
the senior group had about twenty-five percent more categories than
the freshman group.
It is also interesting to note that there is little difference
among the city subjects irrespective of their levels of familiarity
with the Boston area. This fact points to the universality of the
city experience, and that there is little change in the level of
differentiation with additional exposure to a new city, beyond what
has already been learned. It also validates the assumption that there is
no signifidant difference among the levels of urban knowledge of.
the freshmen and seniors because of their age differendes.
A number of different themes were used by the subjects in describing
various categories in which they classified the photographs. In some
cases descriptions of perceptible attributes of physical form or
activity such as "old rundown... some-newer buildings with trees",
"lot of litter, garbage, and dirty playgrounds" were used. But in most
cases, whenever some perceptible categories have been used, additional
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extrapolations as to the nature of the environment have been made.
Such generalizations were made in terms of the functional aspects
of the environment such as "residential", "indtrial", "commercial",
etc. Often the extrapolations included locational properties such
as "surrounding the center of the city", "inner city", "some place
away from the city", "inside the business district or very close",
"suburb", "outlying areas or suburbs", etc. Mentioned also were
relational properties such as "transitional", "connecting suburbs
and the city", "older section", "not suburb", "parts of the smaller
community", etc. Often the categories were used mainly as environmental
stereotypes such as "ghetto", "urban redevelopment", "housing projects",
or analogies such as "Rloxbury type", "reminds me of Brooklyn",
"Harvard Square, Georgetown type", etc. In a fairly large number of
cases extrapolations were made along the lines of socio-economic
class. "Upper middle class", "black section", "lots of professionals",
"low income", etc. In some cases affective and evaluative criteria
were used for equivalence categories. Statements such as "nice place
to live- not hard and ugly", "not so good", "low grade", "average
parts of the city" are examples of the affective evaluatiye basis
of categorization.
As it has been discussed earlier, categorization is an essential
activity in the process of cognition. By putting an event or object
into a specific category one eliminates the need to remember every
single stimulus he perceives. Categories and concepts are not only
used to economize in perception, but also to identify an object or an
event, or to discriminate a specific object or event from the rest.
Every individual has his own system of categorizing the environment -
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by appearance, location, people who live there or the kind of
activity that goes on in a place, etc. Furthermore, as it has been
seen in the previous analysis of data, certain baseline differences seem
to exist between individuals with different environmental backgrounds.
it can be further asked: What kind of categories or concepts are
used to describe the spatial organization of a city? Is there a
basic difference between the town and city subjects in the types of
concepts used or the degree to which they differentiate various
spatial units of a city?
Spatial'and Functional Concepts and Their Organization
The subjects were asked to describe different parts of a typical
city as they perceived it. Responses of the subjects varied a great
deal. They ranged from rather simple and straightforward schema to
highly complex and detailed ones with distinct hierarchical
organization. For example, one subject described the city in
three parts: (a)"Heart of the City", (b) "the immediate area
surrounding it", and (c) "area surrounding that area". This is a
fairly simple spatial schema consisting of three concepts organized at
only one level.
In contrast to the above schema there are others which will appear
much more detailed and complex in its organization. Consider the
following example: One subject referred to three major sections -
(a) "central business district", (b) "industrial", and (c) "residential".
But in responding he indicated that each area can be broken down into
different sub-areas. When asked to describe them he referred to six
sub-areas under the central business district: (1)"retail", (2) high-
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rise , high-income residential area", (3)"financial district",
(4)"government district", (5)"offbeat district", and (6) "the.
entertainment district". Similarly he broke down the industrial areas
in terms of heavy and light industries, and residential areas in
terms of slum, low-middle class, and high income areas. Thus in this
case the schema represents an organization of spatial or functional
concepts at two different levels, which can be diagrammatically
expressed as follows:
retail
-high-rise, high
income residential
financial district
central business
district government district
offbeat district
- entertainment district
City
-light
industrial areas
heavy
slum
residential areas lower middle class
-high income
Figure 4.1 An Example of the Organization of Various
Spatial and Functional Concepts of a City
There are other descriptions which yielded even more complicated
schemata which were organized at three levels. Although it is
recognized that the fact that a subject did not mention any sub-
categories does not necessarily imply that his conceptual schema could
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-not be more complex, it was assumed that such omissions, if at all,
are likely to be random and not follow any particular pattern,
especially according to subjects' background.
A little over fifty percent of all subjects used two or more
levels of organization in their descriptions of a typical city.
However only a small percentage used as many as three levels in their
descriptions. In terms of environmental background, the difference
between town and city subjects is not statistically significant, 6
although more city subjects have used two or more levels than the
town subjects.
Table 4.2 Number of Levels in Uhich Concepts Are Organized
Home background: Home background Total
town or local city
suburb
One-level 14 9 23
Two-level 9 14 23
Three-level 4 4 8
Total 27 - 27 54
However, when considering total number of categories used by the
subjects in describing spatial organization of the city one finds
significant differences among the town and city subjects. The
mean number of categories is consistently higher for the city subjects,
measuring total number of categories used at all three levels.
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Table 4.3 Mean Number of Categories Used at All Levels of Organization
Home background: Home background
town or local city
suburb
lst Level Only 3.67 4.67
1st and 2nd Level 5.0 6.32
Total of All 5.41 7.15
Three Levels
In order to test the statistical significance of the relationship
between the mean number of categories and environmental background,
a median test was performed using the median for total number of
categories used at all three levels. This difference was found
significant at the .05 level.
Even if the number of categories at the first level is considered
for analysis, that is, ignoring the second- and third-level
breakdowns, the difference between the town and city subjects was
also found to be significant, in this case at the .02 level.
Complexity of Organization
Although the above analysis dealt with absolute number of
categories used at different levels, the number alone does not
necessarily indicate the degree of complexity of an individual's
schema which is essentially a combination of number of categories
as well as the number of levels in which they are organized. In
other words, should an organization consisting of four concepts
at one level be considered equally, less or more complicated than one
with three major categories and two more categories at the secondary
level? This was resolved by establishing three levels of complexity
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based upon whether or not more than median number of categories
were used and whether or not categories consisted of more than one
level. Since the median value was four, all schemata with four or
less categories withonit any sub-categories were considered as the low
complexity class. Schemata consisting of four or less categories
but with sub-categories, and five or more categories without any sub-
categories were treated as medium level of complexity, and all
schemata having five or more basic categories with additional sub-
categories were placed in the highest level of complexity. The
distribution pattern under each level of complexity of organization
is shown in the following table.
Table 4.4 Complexity of Organization of Spatial and Functional Concepts
Level of Home background: Home background: Total
Complexity town or local city
suburbs
Low 12 2 14
Medium 11 19 30
High 4 6 10
Total 27 27 54
This distribution was found significant at the .01 level. 9
In this chapter some of the inherent differences in urban
knowledge of subjects with dif ferent environmental backgrounds have been
discussed. The following chapter will be devoted to their respective
learning experiences and the difference in their knowledge of the
Boston area.
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Footnotes to Chapter IV
1
In studies in cognitive psychology, some research have been done
along the lines of differences in cognitive style among children
from rural and urban backgrounds. Maccoby and Modiano, for example,
found that there is a significant difference in the ways children from
rural and urban settings categorize objects and things. The difference
among rural and urban children in this respect is much more significant
than cultural differences between children from Mexico and USA. That
is, urban children in both cultures behaved the same way in their
cognitive operations. The authors, however, have attributed this
difference to such variables as the function of technology, etc. See
Michael Maccoby and Nancy Modiano, "On Culture and Equivalence:I",
Jerome S. Bruner et. al. Studies in Cognitive Growth ( New York: John
Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1966 ), pp. 257-269.
2
Chi-square = 6.01, df = 1
3 Chi-square = 5.45, df = 1
Because of the small sample size of the subgroups, the Mann-Thitney
'b' Test was used. This is also one of the most powerful of all non-
parametric tests and the most useful alternative to parametric 't'
test. See Sidney Segal, Nonparametric Statisitcs for the Behavioral
Sciences ( New York: McGraw Hill Book Co., 1956 ), pp. 116.
Mann-WIhitney 'U' = 25, Z = -1.36 and p =.087
6 Chi-square = 2.15, df = 2, not significant. See Appendix B for
supplementary Tables.
Chi-square = 5.34, df = 1
8 Chi-square 5.62, df = 1
Chi-square = 9.68, df = 2
CHAPTER V
FINDINGS : PART II
This chapter will deal with differentials in urban knowledge and
perceptions of the Boston area. This will be discussed in three parts.
The first part will include a descriptive account of various preconceptions
of the city and initial experiences and perceptions of the city. In the
second part, differentials in city knowledge will be discussed on
the basis of data available from map representation, recognition and
perception of social areas. Finally,the last part will include a
discussion of the nature of learning and changes in perception of
the environment with increasing familiarity.
Preconceptions, Initial Experience and Perceptions
What kind of images did the subjects have before they came to
this area? How did they get such impressions? How did they expect
the city to be different from all other cities or the particular cities
or towns that they were from? What was their initial experience
like? How did it differ from their prior expectations? These are
some of the questions asked of the non-local subjects in the beginning
of the interview. The implicit purpose, as discussed earlier, was to
see if indeed the initial perception of a new environment is influenced
by prior imagery and preconceptions. As it will be shown, the evidence
suggests that it is, and that most of the initial perceptions and
learning basically take place in the form of reformulation or rejection
of prior hypotheses about a new environment. Furthermore it has been
possible to identify some of the forms in which such hypotheses exist and
- 5'a -
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and the means by which they are attained. But first, some of the
underlying themes in prior imagery will be examined.
a. Types of Imagery
Three recurring themes seem to underlie almost all the preconceptions
about the city before the subject actually had the chance to experience
the city. These three basic themes are related to (a) the physical
form and structure, (b) the "atmosphere" and (c) the services, functions
and opportunities the city has to offer.
1. Physical Form and Structure: Descriptions under this category
included preconceptions about various aspects of the physical form -
overall pattern, specific places, typical characteristics, etc. These
mainly consisted of common urban stereotypes, as analogies of familiar
cities, specific imagery re parts of the city, or different urban icons
symbolic of other associations. For example, descriptions such as
"built up", "industrial core surrounded by suburbs", "heavily
industrialized", "anonymous land mass with large tall buildings",or
"regular downtown, urban area" reflect some of the common urban
stereotypes. In some cases, known or familiar cities were used as a
basis for analogy, extrapolations or comparisons "like Cleveland",
"bigger than Pittsburgh", "something like Chicago", "similar to
Baltimore in terms of size but more modern", "more high rise buildings,
like New York", etc. There were even vivid descriptions of almost eidetic
quality of specific parts of the city such as "beaches along the Charles
River", "parkway between MIT and Harvard", "majestic rionumental
buildings with parks here and there", "cobblestore streets", "colonial
architecture (construction, mansions)", etc. S6me of these descriptions
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such as "full of old buildings", "quaint buildings", obviously resulted
from the historical associations popularly known about the city.
Descriptions under this category included other general types of
hypotheses regarding overall form and structure of the city. Such
statements as "expected to be bigger", "big city", "physically open
city- more parks, trees, etc.", "not too large", "didn't expect to have
as many skyscrapers", etc. are examples of these general hypotheses.
2."Atmosphere" of the City: In addition to images related to the physical
form of the city, a major segment of all responses can be categorized
under what has been called the "atmosphere" of a city.
The term "atmosphere" although used quite commonly in everyday
language in reference to the quality of urban life, is an elusive concept
and is hard to define in operational terms. Milgram set out to define
the exact meaning of the "atmosphere" of a city recognized this problem
and conceded that it may be " too evanescent a quality to reduce to a
2
set of measurable variables". Nevertheless, from a study in which he
asked observers to describe the quality of urban life in three major
cities - New York, London, and Paris - he had been able to identify
different themes underlying the perceived atmosphere of these cities.
For example, diversity, size, pace and level of activity, cultural and
entertainment opportunities were the recurring themes in descriptions of
New York. In the case of London, the underlying themes were related to
attitude, behavior, social norms and orientation of people. Descriptions
of Paris reflected the sensuous qualities of the city. Although it is
far from being established whether such thematic differences are indeed
the key differences in urban qualities of these three cities, similar
themes seemed to constitute a major part of all responses in this study
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also. It appears that most individuals' perceptions of urban
environments include some percepts or images that are neither directly
related to the physical form nor the services and opportunity that a city
has to offer, but to the pervasive quality which is perceived more as
a 'gestalt' than an aggregate of different aspects. Consider the
following comments from a low familiarity city subject who comes from
Chicago:
Being part of New England, I expected a different
atmosphere. (probe: What do you mean by atmosphere?)
I don't know, it's hard to say. (probe: But when you are
talking about 'atmosphere' are you thinking of an overall
view?) Yea, expected it to be older but in a different way.
Atmosphere is hard to explain. In Chicago people are a lot
friendlier then they are here but then they want to run
your life for you too. Like in Chicago you can never get
a job if you wear long hair, but here you can. But in
Chicago you can ask directions from anyone in the street
but I find here you not always can - people will go right
past you. This is something I didn't expect but I found
out being here.
Obviously this particular individual has been referring to the general
attitude, accepted social norms, etc. as characteristics of 'atmosphere'.
Similarly descriptions such as "people are less friendly - cold, harsh",
"full of Irish Catholics", "people more friendly than in New York or
Philadelphia", "more personal atmosphere", "straight life", "conservative",
"not as conservative as St. Louis is" reflect preconceptions of people
their behavior, norms, lifestyle, attitudes, etc.
There are other themes which can be categorized under atmosphere
of the city. One such theme is related to the pervading qualities of the
environment which can be perceived through senses, such as climate,
pollution, noise, etc. Examples related to sensate qualities are
"cleaner air", "less air and water pollution", "quiet", "one of the less
jangling cities to live in", "largecrowded and dirty place", etc.
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Another set of impressions is related to the activities and
the pace of life. Again, examples include "very busy city", "pretty
lively place", "fairly active place", etc.
A final set of impressions is related to various types of social
cultural, or historical associations or functional associations of a
city which are propagated as popular myths and cliches through the
history book, word of mouth, and mass media. The following are some of
the descriptions: "college flavor", "abandoned Boston", "Catholic town",
"student mecca", "historic background", etc.
3. Service, Functions and Opportunities of the City
The third set of imagery is related to various services, amenities
and opportunities the city has to offer. These range from utilitarian
aspects of the city such as transportation, means to get around, to other
cultural and social opportunities. Some of the examples in this category
are "museum, cultural things", "good restaurants", "get to meet other
people", "lots of things to do - theatres, movies, sports events...",
"historical sites", etc.
A little over half (53.2%) of all descriptions are related to the
atmosphere of the city; about one third (34.5%) concerning the physical
form and the rest (12.3%) consists of expectations about service and
3.
opportunities. The difference between town and city subjects is not
strong enough to be statistically significant. On the whole, the city
subjects placed more emphasis on the "atmosphere" of the city and the
town subjects on physical form, as the following table suggests.
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Table 5 .1 Categories of Responses Re Preconceptions
and Expectations of the Boston Area
Background
Types of Town (n=18) City (n=18)
responses iean No. Zage Mean No. %age
related to: of stmts. of total of stmts. of total
1. Physical form 2.44 36.6 1.95 27.1
2. "Atmosphere" 4
3. City services and
_Q.pportuniti s
Total
3.05
1.16
45.8
17.6
3.72
1.5
52.0
20.9
ir~r~ A 1AA A
±UU * U
-LUV. U
It can be hypothesized that the general tendency is to emphasize
major differences from one's familiar environment. The town subjects
thus tend to emphasize the difference in physical form and structure
which are the obvious difference in environments. However, the city
subjects, not expecting any major difference in the physical form
tend to emphasize differences in the overall atmosphere, specifically
pace of life, orientation and people. This was particularly obvious when they
were asked about the difference they expected between Boston and their
home environment. The town subjects used twice as many responses related
5
to the physical form as the city subjects.
b. Sources of Imagery
The subjects were also asked how they derived particular impressions
of the city prior to their visit. For most subjects, this was a
difficult question to answer, and the responses were often vague and
ambignous. About a third of all responses could not be associated with
any specific source. About a tenth of all responses were associated with
such non-specific sources as "common knowledge" or "experience of other
_
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cities". The rest of the responses were associated with sources
of one form or another, the dominant of which is the 'people' category,
i.e., friends, relatives, etc.
Table 5.2 Sources of Imagery
Unspecified or 'common knowledge' 35.7%
People 30.0
Pamphlets, catalogues, newspapers 20.6
Textbooks 11.3
Television, radio 2.4
Total 100 %
c. Initial Experience and Perceptions
Descriptions related to initial experiences of the new environment
seemed to fall in similar categories as discussed in the previous text.
However, very few mentions were made to the service aspects of the city,
which perhaps reflects the subjects' lack of familiarity with various
services of the city at that early stage. Ilost of the responses were
related to either the physical form qualities or the "atmosphere" of the
city. It will also be seen in some of the illustrative quotations that
perceived novelty of the environment or perceived contradictions of one's
prior assumptions and expectations seem to be the major characteristics
of this initial perception.
Impressions of the physical form included descriptions pertaining to
the general characteristics such as oldness, contrast between old and
new, density and congestion, style of architecture, the street layout as
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well as specific elements of form such as the expressways or brown-
stones. Such descriptions also included specific areas of the city
such as Charles River, Harvard Square, Beacon Hill, Back Bay, etc. The
frequently mentioned aspects of the physical form were related to the
irregular spatial structure and layout of the city, and the resulting
disorientation.
As mentioned earlier, novelty of experience was a major theme
underlying most responses, particularly for the town subjects for whom
the "atmosphere" of the city was a novel experience. The pace of life
and activities, high potential for social contacts, different lifestyles
and various aspects of public behavior characterisitc of big cities
were some of the initial impressions reported by the town subjects. 6
Looked like a real big city... people seemed so much in
a rush... unbelievable traffic. (T)
Mainly getting used to where I was going... I was
confused... took me a while... looked around at first,
trying to get oriented... viewing the way the people react
too. I like to see how people react in cities as opposed
to my home town in New York. (T)
There are always people around. Always surrounded by people
when you go outside... if you come from a rural area nine times
out of ten if you go outside you are by yourself as opposed
to the city where people are around you all the time. (T)
I've never seen people selling newspapers in the streets
before and people begging for money in the streets. (T)
Rejection of prior hypotheses re the physical form and atmosphere
of the city was evident in a significant proportion of all responses
related to the initial perceptions of the city.
I didn't expect Boston to have so.many modern buildings.(C)
I thought it would be much older but the general atmosphere
was much younger.(C)
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Boston was as different as I thought it would be from
Baltimore. Dbowntown was a little newer around the
Government buildings and Prudential Center... traffic
was greatly different. (C)
My main impression was that it was physically much more
dilapidated than expected... the downtown area was
old, uncared for, extremely chaotic... (C)
Buildings seemed a lot smaller than New York... everything
was on a smaller scale. (C)
Expected more concentrated atmosphere like New York. I was
surprised to find out that it was concentrated only
in the main part of Boston and that the rest was rural area.
Even disappointed that it wasn't a bigger city. (T)
Expected it to be both old in atmosphere and physically
but now I find it a lot more, pardon the expression, hip.
Lot of... well the reason I get the impression because...
nearly every time I walk across the Boston Common someone
tries to sell me grass. This is something I wouldn't have
expected. That's what I mean by 'hip'. Large numbers of
college students gives a different impression to the city.
Lots of stores - "hippy" type stores- lot more than other
cities. (C)
No significant difference was found to exist among the town and
city subjects although a greater proportion of responses by town subjects
were related to the atmosphere of the city. The city subjects on the
other hand tended to respond more to the physical form characteristics.
This phase of initial experience which can be best described as a phase
of sensory orientation and adaptation, was much more stressful for the
subjects with the town backgrounds. A greater number of town subjects -
over half of all town subjects as opposed to less than a fourth of all
city subjects - expressed the feeling of being "confused", "overwhelmed",
"overtaken", or having "lost sense of direction" in their first
encounter with the city. The following comments are illustrative of
this sensory and cognitive stress of coping with the complexities of
the environment.
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When I went to downtown, everything looked so
confused - the way the streets are twisted around. (C)
At first it seemed an incredibly complicated maze...
incredibly complicated - very busy congested and
confused expressways... then the city seems - most of
the houses are old, streets were confusing, and seemed
very complicated. (T)
I was very confused by different types of non-regular
street pattern. (T)
When I was first coming through... was trying to get everything
oriented, trying to figure out if I would be able to
remember some of the things... rather confused when first
coming through. (C)
First impression I got... I am not from a small town -
I am from New York - but I felt lost, driving back and
forth. (C)
My first impression of Boston was that driving was really
crazy. I've been to New York but I've never seen traffic
like this even in New York except maybe downtown
Manhattan.(C)
Looked a lot like a pretty modern city - Everything was
bustling and I was lost - lost my sense of direction. (T)
Differentials in City Knowledge
As mentioned earlier, the differences in city knowledge among
various familiarity groups were analyzed on the basis of responses
elicited in map representation recognition and social area identification
tests. Although generally the predictions were upheld, some interest-
ing and consistent deviations were noticed in the case of the local
subjects.
a. Map Representation
The maps drawn by the subjects were analyzed along a number of
dimensions: (a) complexity of the maps measured by absolute number of
elements shown in the map, (b) diversity of elements shown by the
subjects in each group, (c) type of elements included in the map, (d)
structure and accuracy of map representations, (e) the territorial
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extent of the maps, and (f) the style of representation. Significant
differences were found to exist among different groups along most
of these dimensions.
1. Hap Recall. Initially it was expected that with increasing familiarity
the maps drawn by the subjects will show increasing amount of detail.
Accordingly it was expected that the senior subjects would draw more
detailed maps than the freshman group and the maps drawn by the local
subjects were expected to be the most detailed. As Figure 5.1 will
show, this prediction was only partially upheld. The figure indicates
the median values and ranges for all six subgroups, as well as the three
major groups.
Three points should be noted in Figure 5.1. First, although
among the non-local subjects those who are more familiar with the city
have drawn more detailed maps, the local residents have a lower median
score. In fact, the median for the local subjects is considerably
lower than that of the subjects with medium-level familiarity ( 27.0 in
contrast to 33.0 ). Furthermore, the median score for local suburban
subjects is equal to that of the low-familiarity town subjects. The
local city subjects have done a little better. Their median score (30.0)
is higher than both low-familiarity town and city subjects (21.0 and
25.0 respectively ), but lower than both town and city subjects with
medium-familiarity level (32.0 and 34.0 respectively). What is the
reason for this apparently paradoxical result? Does it mean that there
is an actual loss of knowledge with increasing familiarity? Or does
it simply mean that because their knowledge of the city is too detailed,
there is a genuine representational "bottleneck" effect in the case
of the local subjects? Or does this lower performance reflect a
100
LOW MEDIUM HIGH
Familiarity With the City and Map Recall
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-
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Figure 5. 1
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conscious effort on the part of local subjects to oversimplify or
overschematize for representational economy?
Appleyard reported similar findings from his study in Ciudad
Guyana. He found that complexity of city knowledge did not increase
with temporal familiarity since newcomers drew more complex maps than'
those who had been in the city for five or ten years. He suggested
that for the new migrants this might be "more a measure of interest
than of use" and alluded to the fact that with routine and habitual
use of the city, the interests might subside. That is to say, conscious
learning may decline once an operational adequacy is attained. Thus
in case of the migrants, the growth and leveling off in knowledge. can be
explained by needs and motivation to learn -- and some of these issues
will be discussed later in this chapter. But the reason for this
disparity between the medium- and high-familiarity subjects may not be
the same, because city learning of lifetime residents is likely to be
different from the learning of a migrant. NIonetheless, the trend as
seen in Table 5.1 was also found in a study conducted in the city of
Utrecht in the Netherlands by Michon, who attempted to study aspects of
spatial learning. 9 This study itilized a psychophysical measure based
upon judgements of distance between landmarks made by subjects with
four different levels of familiarity: less than three months, approximately
one year, approximately three years, and lifetime. In this study, too,
it was found that the performance of the subjects improved with increasing
familiarity. But it tended to level off by the third year and actually
declined in the case of the lifetime residents. The levelling-off
phenomenon is well-known, especially in the case of language learning.
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But the explanation for what appears to be a "decline" in map -recall
score in the case of local subjects is not clear, especially because
they had done better than any other group in recognition and social
area perception tests.
There may be some validity 'in the representational economy or
"bottleneck" hypothesis. As it will be seen in the following sections,
the local subjects tended to represent the environment in terms of
larger spatial units such as district, neighborhood or town names
rather than specific places or landmarks. Could this mean that by using
such large spatial units as "Back Bay" they were able to condense all
1,0
the detailed information they had into a meaningful"chunkI- This issue
will also be discussed again in connection with different representational
styles.
The second point that should be noted in Figure 5.1 is that the
greatest variance in number of elements drawn in the map, i.e. the most
detailed (87.0) and the least detailed (7.0)', are drawn by local subjects
who have lifetime familiarity with the Boston area. Furthermore they are
both suburban residents.
A third important point is that the city subjects (inner city
residents in the case of local subjects) have consistently higher
median scores than their town or suburban counterparts. This finding has
some interesting implications consistent with the hypothesis re the effect
of urban exposure as proposed earlier. It may be asked for example, if
this systematic difference is a function of past environmental background
and whether in effect this trend is indicative of differential learning
rate. This point will be discussed elsewhere in the context of testing
differences as a function of past urban experience.
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The median test was used to test the statistical significance
in the difference in amount of details in maps drawn by the low and
11
medium familiarity subjects. This -was found significant at p<.Ol.
b. Diversity of Elements
Another aspect of map recall is the diversity of various elements
shown in the map. The degree of diversity is measured in terms of mean
number of separate elements used in map recall ( as different from mean
absolute numbers used in the previous analysis ) for each group.
Table 5.3 Number of Separate Elements for Each Group
Home background: Home backround_
town or local city
suburb
Total Mean Total Mean
Low Familiarity 91 10.1 101 12.3
Medium Familiarity 123 13.7 160 17.8
High Familiarity 184 20.4 147 16.3
Diversity of map recall'is an index of a more spatially extensive
knowledge. As expected, diversity of knowledge increased with higher
familiarity and the local subjects as a group and suburban subjects in
particular have the highest score. This is understandable in view of the
fact that in addition to greater familiarity the local subjects also
have a more heterogeneous exposure, because they have grown up in
different parts of the metropolitan area ( See Figure 1, Appendix A ).
This particularly seems to be the case for the local suburban subjects
who as a group have the highest number of different elements ( See Table5.3).
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A major difference among the three different familiarity groups
can be seen in the patterns of distribution of elements in terms of
their recall frequencies and corresponding ranks. For example, for
the low familiarity group, relatively higher proportions of recall
elements have high ranks, while the contrary is true for the high
familiarity group. The medium-familiarity group, on the other hand, has
a fairly continuous distribution of elements. Whereas two-thirds of all
low-familiarity subjects mentioned eight elements ( Charles River, MIT,
Prudential, Massachusetts Ave., Harvard University, Harvard Bridge,
Boston University, and Boston Common)only six are mentioned by the
same proportion of the medium familiarity group ( Massachusetts Ave.,
Charles River, Boston Common, MIT, Longfellow Bridge, and Commonwealth
Avenue), and only two by the high familiarity group ( Charles River
and Cambridge ).
Furthermore, if only the elements which are recalled by more
than fifty percent of members in each group are considered, an interesting
difference can be noticed. Only six, or seventeen percent of all
elements mentioned by the high familiarity group fall in this category,
fourteen or thirty-four percent in the case of medium familiarity,
and ten or forty-seven percent in the case of low familiarity subjects.
What does this trend indicate? First of all it can be argued
that the recall ranks of various elements reflect nothing more than
the degree of agreement among the subjects' personal images. Thus from
Table 3 it is apparent that there is a greater coimonality in
personal images of the low familiarity subjects than those of the
medium or high familiarity subjects. This also reflects homogeneity
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Table 5. 4 Frequency and Rank of Specific Elements Shown in
Maps of Different Grouos
Low Medium High Freq.
Familiarity (rank) Familiarity (rank) Familiarity (rank)
(n=18) (n=18) (n=18)
Charles River 1 18
MIT
Prudential
Mass. Ave
Harvard Univ.
Harvard Br.
Boston Univ.
Boston Common
Logan Airport
Comm. Ave
B.U. Bridge
Cambridge
Governmt. Ct.
Longfellow Br. I
Harvard Sq. I
Beacon St. I
Back Bay
Fenway
Boylston St.
Simmons
* indicates
the median
Mass. Ave.
Charles River
Boston Common
4 MIT
Longfellow Br.
5 Comm. Ave.
6 Harvard Sq. 7
Prudential 7
Boston Univ. 7
7 * Harvard Br. 8
Governmt. Ct. 8
Central Sq. 8
Logan Airport 8
Harvard Univ. 8
8 Downtn. Boston 9
B.U. Bridge 9
Boylston St. 9
9 Back Bay 10
9 Roxbury 10
Wellesley 10
Brookline 10
Charles R. Dam 10
Storrow Dr. 10 *
0 Cambridge 11
0 Somerville 11
0 Beacon St. 11
Beacon Hill
Symphony Hall
Northestrn. U
Kenmore Sq.
Huntington Ave
Southeast Expsy
Memorial Dr.
12 Fenway
Fenway Park
Public Gardens
Mass Pike
Harbor
South Boston
Charlestown
Dorchester
Charles River
Cambridge
Mass. Ave.
Roxbury
Dorchester
MIT
Prudential
Boston Common
Public Gardens
Boston
17
1 16
15
15
14
13
2 12
12
12
3 11
11
11
4 10
4 10
4 10
10
10
5 9
9
9
Back Bay 7
East Boston 7
Business Dist. 7
Harvard Br. 7
Northeastern U.7
Beacon St. 7
Comm. Ave. 7 *
Charlestown 8
Brookline 8
State House 8
Mass. Pike 8
Huntington Ave 8
Tremont St. 8
Southeast Exp. 8
Charles St. 8
Symphony Hall 9
Kenmore Sq. 9
Boylston St. 9
Washington St. 9
Harbor 9
South End 9
Govt. Ct. 9
Milton 9
8
8
8
8
8
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
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of experience which is quite high for the low familiarity group. In
other words, since the initial experience is likely to be highly
programmed, the probability of similar elements to be recalled by the
low familiarity group is much higher than any other group. The dense
and continuous distribution of elements recalled by the medium
familiarity subjects reflects both diversification of experience and
greater complexity of knowledge. The distribution for the high
familiarity group reflects a low level of agreement between the subjects
and a high degree of heterogeneity in their composite experience. As
discussed previously, this again points to the fact that the local
subjects have grown up in different parts of the metropolitan area.
Some additional points can be noted here. First, the ranks of
the elements which are mentioned by all groups seem to vary considerably
among the groups. There are a few exceptions. For example the Charles
River is ranked quite high among all three groups. But for most elements
the ranks are not consistent for all groups and in some cases distinct
patterns seem to emerge. For example, Prudential Center, which has a
very high recall rank among the low familiarity subjects, has much lower
ranks - seven and five respectively - among the medium and high
familiarity subjects. ( The actual frequencies of mention are eleven
and nine respectively.) Harvard University, which also ranks quite high
in the low familiarity group, has lower ranks for the higher familiarity
groups. It ranks fourth among the low familiarity group but ranks eigth
and tenth respectively for the medium and high familiarity groups. The
example of MIT is also worth noting. For low familiarity subjects,. MIT
is the most frequently recalled element in their map representations.
However, it only ranks fourth among the medium and high familiarity groups.
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It should be noted however that the actual frequency of recall of
MIT for the high familiarity subjects is much less than the medium
familiarity group ( ten as opposed to fourteen). In other examples
an opposite trend can be seen. Roxbury, for instance, is ranked thirteenth
among the low, tenth among the medium, and fourth among the high
familiarity subjects. Similarly the ranks of Boston Common and Harvard
Square are much higher among the medium familiarity group.
Changes in ranks of the same elements particularly among low and
medium familiarity groups can be seen as an increase or a decrease in
relative valence of those elements which constitute the composite
image. Some of the elements such as Prudential - a strong visually
dominant landmark - which play an important role in the initial efforts
to structure and organize the immediate envoronment became less important
as additional significance of the environment was acquired either in the.
process of community socialization or through personal use and involve-
ment. Thus the Boston Common, Harvard Square, Government Center, Back
Bay, and Downtown Boston became more important elements in the composite
image of the medium familiarity subjects than of the low familiarity
subjects.
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c. Difference in Composition of Elements Shown in Map Representation
The different types of elements shown in the map representation
can be seen basically as belonging to one of the following
categories:
1. Geographic Reference System
This included major natural features such as the sea, harbor,
river, peninsula, hills, etc.
2. Movement System
A major portion of all elements represented in a typical map
can be classified under this section. This category includes
streets, highways, bridges, etc.
3. Spatial Identification System
This includes the names of towns, districts, or neighborhoods.
Neighborhoods and districts may or may not have territorial
identity or adequate visual definition but nevertheless the
names are learned to identify and differentiate different
parts of the city.
4. Places
Places are defined as activity settings which are either
territorially defined or have special visual identity, and
sometimes both. Activity settings can be unitary or single
purpose, such as institutional buildings, or multipurpose
such as a shopping plaza where different types of activity
take place under the same physical setting. Furthermore places
may be territorially well-defined such as a college campus
or may be without any specific territorial definition but with
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strong visual identity such as Harvard Square or Kenmore
Square. There are also places or activity settings with
distinct territorial identity but not any specific visual
identity in its form. Such places are known and become
meaningful through personal use and associations, such as
a restaurant, or a friend's place.
When the elements mentioned in Table 5.4 are mapped separately
under "movement system", "spatial identification system", and "place
categories" some interesting differences can be noted. 2 Figure 5.2
for example illustrates locations and relative weights of various
places mentioned by subjects of different familiarity groups. Although
there is no marked difference in terms of total number and spatial
distribution of such places,(almost all of them are clustered around
the Back Bay, Cambridge, and Downtown areas) some difference is
observable in terms of relative-weights of the elements. As discussed
earlier, with increased familiarity there are definite shifts in
relative weights- som'e losing their significance while others gainingr
of major places mentioned by the non-local subjects. But in the case
of local subjects, none of the places mentioned carry as much weight
as the most frequently mentioned places in the other two groups. This
can partially be explained by heterogeneous experience of local subjects
resulting from scattered residential locations and less overlapping action
spaces. On the other hand, this may point to a fundamental difference
in adult learning of a new environment and learning which results from
lifetime familiarity which is an integral part of the growing up process.
Whereas the learning about a new environment initially is likely to
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100%-75% 1;7  MIT
75%-50% 2 LechmereV 3 Museum of Sci.
50%-25% 7 4 Haymarket Sq.
25%-12.5%v 5 Logan Airport6 Govt. Ct.
7 Boston Commons
8 Public Gardens
9 Prudential Ct.
10 Symphony Hall
11 Fenway
12 Kenmore Sq.
13 Simmons
14 Fenway Park
15 Boston Univ.
16 Harvard Sq.
17 Harvard Univ.
18 Central Sq.
19 Emmanuel
20 State House
21 Copley Sq,
22 Museuma Fine Arts
23 Northeastern
24 Fresh Pond
Places Shown in Map RepresentationsFigure 5.2
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involve a conscious effort to structure and organize the immediate
action space by establishing key reference points and learning their
connections, etc., for the purposes of getting around, learning from
lifetime familiarity may not involve such conscious effort.It is likely
to be much more incremental, gradual, and less formal. The difference
between local and non-local subjects in their respective images of the
city can be described in other dimensions as well.
Figure 5.3 illustrates various elements of the movement system
represented by different familiarity groups. There is a definite
growth in complexity among the medium familiarity subjects, the high
familiarity subjects having the most extensive knowledge including
aspects of the regional highway network.
Figures 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6 illustrate the growth in spatial
differentiation with increasing familiarity. For the low familiarity
subjects, the city is spatially- less differentiated than for the medium
familiarity subjects, while the local subjects have the most complex
and finely differentiated schemata of all three. These illustrations
thus indicate perhaps yet another dimension of the development of city
image - the growth in spatial differentiation of various functional
and social areas of the city.
This notion is supported by the following table which shows total
number of all elements mentioned by subjects under various categories.
It tends to suggest that with increasing familiarity, the use of a
spatial identification system tends to increase but the use of place
names tends to decrease.
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1 Mass. Ave.
2 Mem. Dr.
3 Storrow Dr.
4 Comm. Ave.
5 Beacon St.
6 Huntington St.
7 Washington St.
8 Boylston St.
9 Newbilry St.
10 Charles St.
11 Tremont St.
12 S.E. Expwy.
13 Mass Pike
14 Charles R. Br.
15 Longfellow Br.
16 B.U. Bridge
17 River St. Br.
18 Western A. Br.
19 Route 1
20 Route 9
21 Route 128
Figure 5.3 Elements of Movement Systems in Map Representations
100-75%
75-50%
50-25%
25-12.5%
Frequenca
75%-50%
50%-25%
25%-12.5%
North
a=>c
Figure 5.4 Elements of Spatial Identification System : Low Familiarity Group
I,.
Frequency
75%-50%
50%-25%
25%-12.5%
Figure 5.5 Elements of Spatial Identification System : Medium Familiarity Group
North
Fr<
75%-50%
50%-25%
25%-12.5%
Figure 5.6 Elements of Spatial Identification System: High Familiarity Group
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Table 5.5 Mean Number of Elements Recalled Under Various Categories
Low Medium High
Familiarity Familiarity Familiarity
mean no. % of mean no. % of mean no. % of
of stmts. total of stmts. total of stmts. total
1. Geographic
reference 2.0 8.4 2.6 7.6 2.3 7.4
system
2. Movement 6.5 27.05 9.6 27.75 8.6 26.15
system
3. Spatial
identifi-
cation 4.9 20.7 10.7 31.55 11.8 36.85
system
4. Place 10.3 43.85 11.2 33.1 10.1 29.1
Total 23.7 100.0 34.1 100.0 32.8 100.0
d. Structure and Accuracy of Map Representation
In the previous analysis of data, it was shown how
different levels of familiarity varied from each other
subjects with
as a group in
terms of amount of detail and composition of elements. It was shown
that higher levels of temporal familiarity have produced significant
increases in the amount of details shown and in types of elements
recalled in map representation of the city. It was also expected that
with increasing familiarity the structure, organization and accuracy
of map representations will increase.
To test this, the maps drawn by the subjects were ranked by three
judges separately ( See Appendix B for protocol given to the judges and
actual ranks assigned by them ). See Figures 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9
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for maps with highest and lowest ranks at each familiarity level.
Each subject was then given a final rank based on the sum of the
ranks given by the three judges. The degree of agreement among the
judges was found to be unusually high. The Kendall coefficient of
concordance which is a measure of the degree of agreement was found to
be .928, and statistically significant at p<.001. 1 3
Contrary to previous expectation, the prediction concerning
structure, organization and accuracy of maps was not totally upheld.
As in the case of map recall, here too, the'medium familiarity subjects
have drawn the most structured and accurate maps. The high familiarity
subjects have done slightly better than the low familiarity subjects
14
but the overall distribution is not statistically significant. However,
considering non-local subjects only, the difference is as predicted and
15
is significant at p .01. Thus, for the newcomers, with increasing
familiarity, greater structure and accuracy of representation are
likely to be attained, however this cannot be said in the case of the
local subjects. In fact, this result is almost an echo of the trend
seen in ,Figure 5.1- In other words, in both analyses there are almost
equal number of cases among the local subjects on either side of the
median.
e. Spatial Familiarity and City Knowledge
In preceding analyses, different facets of urban knowledge and
representations of the city were looked at as a function of temporal
familiarity. But the difference in spatial familiarity must also be
considered, for within a group of individuals with identical temporal
familiarity, actual extent of exposure or spatial familiarity may vary
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a great deal depending on individual travel habits, needs, interests,
etc. It was expected that this would be particularly true in the case
of'local residents who had -grown up in different parts of the city.
To test the relationship between the extent of familiarity and knowledge,
the subjects were asked to circle on a map of the central area of
Boston the localities with which they are most familiar, i.e. the
places they visit quite often, etc. The subjects were also asked to
indicate areas 0of secondary familiarity - places they visit only
occasionally. The map ( See Appendix C ) was divided into 2,000 ft.
square grids ( each square measuring 0.144 sq. mile ) and the areas
circled by the subjects were measured in terms of those grid units.
Since the purpose of this analysis was to obtain relative measures of
spatial familiarity rather than absolute measures, the median values
for.each group of subjects are expressed in terms of grid units rather
than actual areal measures.
Table 5.6 Median Values of Spatial Familiarity Score
Zones of Low Medium High
Spatial Familiarity Familiairity Familiarity
Familiarity town city total town city total suburb city total
Primary 20 11 14.5 18 12 17 .43 40 41.5
Secondary 13 17 15.0 41 28 39.5 55 82 72.5
Total 27 20 24.5 66 38 59.5 109 118 115.0
One interesting thing is that among non-local subjects, those
.with small town backgrounds had a higher median score for both primary
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and overall familiarity thani their city counterparts. This is
true for both low and medium familiarity subjects and is perhaps
indicative of the fact that subjects with small town backgrounds are
likely to do more exploring into the city than their urban counterparts.
A similar trend in difference among the town and city subjects
is also seen in the area included in their perceived neighborhoods.
The area circled by each subject was measured in terms of similar grid
units described in the preceding discussion.
Table 5. 7 Median Values of Neighborhood Area Score 17
Familiarity With the City
Background Low Medium
Town 6 5
City 2 3
Town and City 3 3.75
Combined
As it can be seen in the above Table, the town subjects in both
low and medium familiarity groups have higher median scores for the
spatial extent of neighborhood circled in the map. Using the Median
Test this difference was found significant at p < .05. 18 Furthermore
this pattern is similar to the spatial familiarity score shown in
Table 5.7. It was suggested earlier that the town subjects are prone
to do more exploring than the city subjects. Could this explain the
extended pericter of their perceived neighborhood?
It should be noted however that the extent of the perceived
neighborhood varied quite widely, ranging from as large an area to
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include parts of Back Bay, Cambridgeport and Harvard Square to a very
small. area defined by the boundaries of the NIT campus. The smaller
median score reflects a much smaller area limited to the MIT campus
and its immediate vicinity, whereas the larger median score reflects a
neighborhood area which at least includes parts of the Back Bay area.
fow are city knowledge and comprehension of the spatial structure
related to spatial familiarity? To test this the subjects were ranked
on the basis of their total primary and secondary familiarity scores.
The map-drawing ranks and spatial familiarity ranks were positively-
related but was not found statistically significant at an acceptable
level. 19 However, the spatial familiarity ranks had a stronger
relationship with the map recall ranks as the following Table
demonstrates. This was found significant at p <.02.20
Table 5. 8 Relationship Between Map Recall and
Spatial Familiarity Ranks
Man Recall Rak
Spatial Subjects with Subjects with Total
Familiarity ranks lower ranks higher
Ranks than median than median
Subjects with
ranks higher 9 19 28
than median
Subjects with
ranks lower 17 9 26
than median
Total 26 28 54
Different Styles of Structuring
The map representations of fifty-four subjects varied quite widely
in terms of style. They ranged from very accurate map-like drawings to
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highly abstract and schematic drawings. Appleyard has proposed two
major dimensions in which map representations can be classified.
21
These are spatial-sequential and topological-positional.
A sequential map is one which used roads and other elements of
movement systems as the major organizing framework. A spatial map
is one organized primarily on the basis of buildings and districts.
Within this basic framework, he has suggested another dimension of
structuring ranging from topological types - "relating parts through
continuity, connections, proximity, and differentiation" - to
positional types - "locating elements according to direction, position,
and distance".
It became apparent from reviewing the maps drawn by the subjects that
i t was somewhat difficult to categorize the maps along the spatial-
sequential dimension without being arbitrary. Furthermore it 'as appa-
rent that there Pas no significant difference within the subjects
along the spatial-sequential dimension. Indeed very few of the
drawings are purely sequential; most of them represent a mixture of
spatial and sequential styles. However, when considered along the
positional-topological dimension, there is some difference among the
local and non-local subjects. Whereas a majority of maps drawn by
the non-local subjects are much more positionally structured and map-
like, the maps drawn by the local residents are much more topological,
global and schematic. ( See Figure 5.10for examples of "topological"
and "positional" maps. ) The following Table reflects this pattern.
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Table 5.9 Difference in Topological-Positional
Dimension of Style in Map Representation
Number of Number of Total
Topological Positional
Maps Maps
Non-local 12 24 36
subjects
LocalLoal11 7 18subjects
Total 23 31 . 54
This difference between the local and non-local subjects was found
22
significant at p<.05. There could be a number of reasons for this
difference. First, the non-local subjects during initial phases of
learning are much more prone to look up street maps - more frequently
than local subjects - and the familiarity with street maps may have
an obvious influence on positional structuring style. On the other
hand, it may be hypothesized that the local subjects are not- only less
prone to look up street maps but also they are accustomed to organizing
the city in relational terms, such as through continuity, proximity,
time distance, etc. A second hypothesis is that the topological, global
and highly schematic style may represent nothing but representational
economy on the subject's part, as discussed earlier, because he is
familiar with the environment and his knowledge is too detailed. At
any rate, this topological orientation of maps drawn by the local
residents is consistent with their tendency to use more of district and
town names in their representations.
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The maps drawn by the local and non-local subjects differed
in another respect. This was in terms of effective territory
covered in the maps. A greater proportion of all maps drawn by
local residents extended beyond the cities of Boston and Cambridge
and included much of the metropolitan area. ( See Figure 5. 11 for
illustrations of these two types of maps. ) The following Table
illustrates this difference, which is significant at p: 05.23
Table 5. 10 Scope of Map Representation
Number of ~Number of Total
subjects subjects
showing showing
metropolitan the inner
area city only
Non-local 10 26 36
subjects
Local 10 8 18
subjects
As expected, most of the non-local subjects have drawn maps
showing the inner city, but the local subjects are almost equally
divided. Furthermore, among the non-local subjects the spatial
extent of maps tends to increase with increased familiarity. This is
evident from the fact that seven out of ten maps drawn by the senior
subjects show the metropolitan area. However, among the suburban
subjects, a slightly higher number than inner city subjects ( six
as against four ) have drawn maps showing the metropolitan area.
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Recognition as a Measure of City Knowl edge
One supplemental measure used to assess subjects' knowledge
of the city was a photo recognition test. ( See Appendix C for
examples of photographs used. ) The subjects were given thirty
photographs taken from the Boston area and were asked to sort them
into three piles: (a) those they definitely recognized, (b) those
they were not quite certain of, and (c) the ones they did not recognize.
Upon completion of this task, the subjects were asked to verbally
identify the phctos in the first pile. The order of the photographs was
reversed for every other subject in the group to avoid any
systematic bias. The purpose was to test (a) the number of photographs
recognized, (b) the percentage of correct identification, and (c) the
degree of uncertainty. It was expected that with increasing
familiarity, the subjects will score higher in each recognition and
correct identification and less in uncertainty. The findings confirm
this prediction.
Table 5.11 Results of Photo Recognition Test
Familiarity With the City
Low Medium High
Mean number of 5.4 10.0 15.8
photos recognized
Percentage correct
in photos 72.1% 77.8% 83.5%
recognized
Mean number of 6.6 5.2
photos uncertain
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In summary, the following observations can be made from the
analysis of map representation. First of all, with increasing
familiarity, there is a definite growth in complexity of knowledge
as measured by amount of details among the non-local subjects.
However, contrary to expectations, the maps drawn by local subjects
who have lifetime familiarity with this area are not necessarily
more complex or detailed as a group. Yet the local subjects'
knowledge of the city as seen in the supplemental evidence in the
photo recognition test ( See Table 5.11 ), diversity of knowledge
( See Table 5.3 ) as well as spatial familiarity is much greater
than either of the two groups, ( See Table 5.6 ). By the same token,
although with increasing familiarity, accuracy and structure of map
representation among non-local subjects have increased considerably,
it did not improve'necessarily for the local subjects. In fact more
local subjects have lower ranks in structure and accuracy in their
map representation than the non-local subjects. ( See Appendix B )
Similarly in terms of style, local subjects have tended to draw more
topological than positional maps. As noted earlier, this difference
may be indicative of representational economy or it may genuinely
indicate a levelling off of knowledge with routine operations and
familiarity. But perhaps more importantly this is indicative of a
fundamental difference in adult learning and that which is an integral
part of early childhood development. In other words, the learning for
the local subjects has become less conscious or deliberate than that of
non-local subjects.
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Perception of Social Areas
The previous discussion has been primarily based upon map
representations of the city made by subjects. This has given
some understanding of how the cognitive model and organization of
the environment and the ability to differentiate the environment
develop over time. Amother aspect of learning, e.g., concepts of
social areas and differentiation of the environment on the basis
of its various social characteristics will be discussed in this section.
How do people perceive various social areas? How do such
perceptions change over time? With these questions in mind, the
subjects were asked to circle on a clear acetate overlay on a map
of the city of Boston the various social areas of the city as they
perceived them. ('See Appendix C for the protocol. ) The questions
were framed in such a way to give subjects full freedom in describing
the various population groups. Only at the end a probe was used to
include income categories, if they were riot already included in the
original description. - It was expected that with increasing familiarity
the subjects will be able 'to differentiate the city in specific social
areas. The findings tend to support this prediction.
First, other than income categories, all other labels used to
describe different social areas seem to fall under three classes: a)
occupational, e.g. "secretaries", "working class","blue collar",
"shopowners", etc.; b) ethnic. e.g., Italian, Black, Jewish, Irish,
etc.; and c) social stereotypes which included a mixture of labels
used in everyday language, e.g., "typical suburbanite", "average
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Boston resident", "socialite groups", etc. Descriptions under
income category ranged from socio-economic class stereotypes
such as "upper-middle", "upper-upper", etc. to actual specification
of various income brackets in dollars, such as $10,000-15,000, etc.
Second, there were significant differences in terms of number
of categories, total number of instances under all categories, and,
although not expected, types of categories used by different familiarity
groups and their subgroups. These differences were basically
measures of degrees of social and spatial differentiation.
Table 5. 12 Mean Number of Different Categories Used
in Identifying Various Social Areas
Familiarity Home background: Home background: Combined
with the city town or local city
suburbs
Low 4.0 4.25 4.1
Medium
High
7.6
8.3
7.4
9.2
7.5
8.8
As this Table indicates, mean number of socio-economic labels
used by each group is positively related to their respective levels of
familiarity. The difference between town and city subjects, or
suburban and inner city subjects - in the case of local subjects -
is very small.
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Table 5. 13 Mean Number of Instances ( Different
Areas Identified ) Under All Categories
Familiarity Home background: Home background: All
with the city town or local city subjects
suburbs
Low 10.9 7.25 9.2
Medium 13.25 15.2 14.2
High 15.2 19.6 17.4
Another measure of difference in social area perceptions is
shown in the above Table which indicates the mean number of different
areas of the city identified by various socio-economic labels dis-
cussed earlier. This Table indicates the degree of spatial
differentiation in terms of socio-economic characteristics of the
city. Clearly the degree of differentiation is positively related to
the level of familiarity, the local subjects - particularly those
who are from the inner city - demonstrating the highest level of
spatial differentiation.
It was also found that with increasing familiarity there was a
significant increase in the use of ethnic categories as one of the
social labels. As Table 5.15 will indicate, low familiarity subjects
have used mostly occupational categories but the proportion of ethnic
categories has gone up with increasing familiarity.
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Table 5.14 Percentage DiStribution of Various Categories of
Labels Used in Social Area Identification
Occupational Ethnic Social Total
Stereotypes
Low 71.5% 1.8.2% 10.3% 100%
Familiarity
Medium 36.4% 60.0% 3.6% 100%
Familiarity
High 27.6% 57.5% 14.9% 100%
Familiarity
However this difference among groups in terms of using income
labels is very little, as the following Table will indicate.
Table 5.15 Proportionate Use of Income
Categories in Differentiating
Social. Areas
Familiarity Percentage of total
number of various
categories used
Low 45.5%
Medium 54.5%
High 46.7%
In summary, the following points are worth noting. First, when
someone is new in an environment, he is likely to use more universal
categories, or various common stereotypes in describing people and
dif ferentiating them spatially. It is only with increasing
familiarity, and in the process of social orientation that he begins
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to identify different areas with characteristics of their people.
Thus a low familiarity subject is more apt to use such occupational
categories as "white collar", "businessmen", etc. in describing
social characteristics of such areas. It also seems that income
categories are a much more universal means for categorizing people,
since there is no marked change in their use among the three
familiarity levels.
Secondly, an index of greater understanding and ability to
spatially differentiate the city in terms of its socio-economic
characteristics is the increase in use of different labels as well as
number of areas differentiated. As it was seen in Tables 5.13 and
5.14 both types and instances of categories increased with increasing
familiarity. Even within the local subjects there is a marked
difference in this respect among the inner city and suburban subjects,
the former having differentiated the city at a much finer level.
Difference Between City and Town Subjects
It was seen in Chapter IV that there are some fundamental
baseline differences in the urban knowledge of subjects with
different environmental backgrounds. For example, it was seen that
the city subjects were able to differentiate the environment at a
finer level than the town subjects. Furthermore, they had a more
complex organization of various environmental concepts. It was also
seen earlier in this chapter that the town subjects tended to have
a more extensive spatial familiarity (see Table 5.6) and perceived
neighborhood ( see Table 5.7) than the city subjects. These
differences have been attributed to behavioral differences. In terms
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of their knowledge of the Boston area, they seem to differ in a
number of ways. As the following Table will indicate, the non-local
city subjects' map representations tended to be more complex than
24
their town counterparts, even though the latter group had a more
spatially extensive familiarity of the city. This difference was
25
found statistically significant at p:: .05.
Table 5.16 Map Recall and Environmental Background
Map Recall Home Background: Home Background: Total
Ranks Town City
Subjects with
ranks higher 6 12 18
than median
Subjects with
ranks lower 12 6 18
than median
Does this difference mean that there is a significant difference in the
learning rate, and that the city subjects who are adapted to the
complexities of the urban environment are able to grasp and organize
more information than their town counterparts? The city subjects
have also demonstrated that their knowledge of the city as a group
is much more diversified than that of the town subjects as shown in
Table 5.3. However, contrary to expectations, there was no significant
difference between the town and city subjects in the style, amount of
structure and accuracy in map representations. Similarly, no
significant difference was found in the types of elements shown in their
map representations.
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Aspects of City Learning
In the preceeding text the differentials in city knowledge
have been presented and discussed from various angles. It has been
possible to identify some of the basic trends in growth and development
in a newcomer's knowledge of the city. In this section, some general
discussion of various aspects of city learning as seen by the subjects
will be presented. This will be based primarily on the non-local
subjects' responses to the question of what and how they learnt
about the city.
In response to the question what they had learnt about the city
most of the answers constituted what can be called the "recipe
2 6
knowledge" as defined by Berger and Luckmann. This is essentially
the stock of information one acquires for the purposes of pragmatic
competence in getting around and in knowing where he has to go, or
what he has to do to meet various needs. These are essentially the
"how to"s and"where to"s of city learning. This kind of operational
knowledge means an understanding of the spatial structure and layout of
the city, location of major landmarks - both visual and social
significance; location of relevant facilities, commercial establishments
and various city services; various social and cultural opportunities;
circulation networks, street names, transit routes, their connections
and destinations. For the non-local subjects of this study, none of
whom own or drive a car in the city, learning about the local transpor-
tation system was perhaps the most important achievement. Almost
two-thirds of all subjects mentioned the transportation system as one
of the major items of learniing about the city. Also for them the
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operational knowledge consisted of information about various
activity settings, events, facilities, and opportunities such as
location of book stores, record stores, restaurants and movie
theatres, shopping areas, various recreational and entertainment
facilities, "places to take a date", places where one can "go to
meet other people", various colleges and universities in the metropolitan
area. For some, this pragmatic competence involved acquiring special
skills and behavioral adaptatiohs such as hitch-hiking, or "learning
how to cross the street without getting run down". Here are some
examples of what the subjects felt they had learned about the city:
How to use MTA, both get around in the city and get
out of the city. And I think I have learned about
general method of telling direction so that if I wander
off the main highway I can sort of tell which way to go
to get back to find my way around.
I have learned where lot of things are. I know how to get
to a lot of places, whether by MTA, by walking, driving,
taking buses or whatever. I know how to get to a lot of
places where lot of stores are - that was one thing -
as I mentioned, I wanted to learn about that.
Great deal of it is just learning the names. Half
of the names in the map I have never heard of. And
an awful lot of just physical facts about this area
in terms of knowing the names of places as places, and
knowing where they are and having pictures of it in my
mind. Knowing what City Hall looks like - this type of
thing. Also aside from the knowledge of the places and
where they are, I know I mentioned before that the
familiarity with the transportation system being the most
important one, not having a car. Getting familiar with
all the ways of getting places and combination of ways
of getting places. Also I suppose knowing the places to go,
not to know in the sense of place names but theaters,
sports events - where they take place.
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Two-thirds of all responses belonged to the category of
operational knowledge. The rest of all responses were related to
what can be called the community knowledge. These were responses per-
taining to the knowledge of the functional organization and relations
between various parts of the city; perception of socio-aconomic
characteristics of different neighborhoods, people and their values,
attitudes and lifestyles; knowledge of local institutions, politics,
and economy. The following comments illustrate aspects of community
knowledge.
As far as the physical - physical layout of the city...
mainly that old... The old historical, traditional part
of the city is around the Boston Common, Back Bay, Beacon
Hill, Charlestown - I think around the general northeastern
part of the city. Most of the area to the south of this is
just suburbs - not suburb, but suburban-type residential
areas such as Brookline, Newton, Hyde Park... and Roxbury
is sandwiched in between the two. Cambridge and Somerville
which, which are part of the historical Boston are not part
of the city - sort of transitional areas.
I've learned things about people who live here - you
know, not students, just indigenous people. Because the
vast majority of people - lower class, lower middle class
who live in Boston are completely different from people
who live in New York. (Probe: In what ways?) I guess,
one of the major differences - it's kind of funny - because
in New York, in New York, I guess not poor but lower middle
class is largely I guess non-white, Negroes, Puerto Ricans,
whereas here it is largely white, sort of interesting. Also
poorer, largely.
Also I think I have gotten quite a bit more of what politics
is in the Boston area - both politics in general and
specific politics of the city... and I guess you want to call
the class structure, or political and social structure,
whatever, not really sophisticated but enough to know
what East Boston or South Boston might feel one way about
something. People in Back Bay and Lexington feel another
way about something. What Roxbury means to people in Boston.
(Probe: What does it mean?) It means Harlem and the racial
problem...
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When the subjects were asked about how they had acquired
such operational and community knowledge, the answers were quite varied
and generally not too specific. At least three major themes can
be identified: direct experience, people, and the media. Most of the
operational knowledge is gained through direct experience - walking
around, from using various facilities or the transportation facilities.
People, such as friends, classmen, etc. was another most frequently
mentioned source of information. Finally, the media which included
the mass media, street maps, and various modes of communication
prevalent in the student community such as campus newspapers, posters,
student-oriented local newspapers, etc. was mentioned as another source.
The insight that can be gained from such open-ended
responses from the subjects is that learning about a new environment
is both purposive and incidental. Most of the operational knowledge
is gained in the process of formation of one's action space. Lost of
what has been called the community knowledge is incidental in nature and
develops as a cognitive assimilation of the social ambience. This
varies with the individual's engagement with his environment and
levels of community socialization.
Changes in Perception
In order to identify the nature of changes in perception of
the environment through familiarity and learning, the non-local
subjects were asked how their impressions of the city have changed
after having lived in the city for some time. The responses of the
low familiarity subjects tended to be somewhat repetitious of what
they had already described in response to previous questions related
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to their initial experience discussed earlier in the chapter, e.g.
differences from their prior ideas and expectations. However, the
responses of medium familiarity subjects, who have spent nearly four
years in residence, in most cases, were in a different vein. Their
responses reflected more of the changes that have taken place
through adaptation, increased involvement, and identification with
the community and the physical city. The examples to be cited in the
following discussion will be drawn from responses of the latcer group.
There was no noticeable or systematic difference between the town and
city subjects.
One of the major changes in perception is the sharpening of the
overall image and the ability to differentiate the physical city and
its spatial organization and nuances in its social milieu. This
was discussed earlier in the context of map representation and the
social area identification task., The following statements of subjects all
of whom have spent three to four years in residence, are likely to
illustrate this particular dimension of cognitive changes:
My perceptions of Cambridge particularly have changed.
I used to think of Cambridge pretty much as a nonentity,
a place outside of MIT. After a while it struck me that
Cambridge was in the middle of a place which seemed sort
of like an indistrial slum. Go a little further in time,
I've seen more of Cambridge... stores and things like that.
I see Cambridge sort of a working, functioning, social
grouping. So my perception of Cambridge has changed that
way.
The more I walk around the more I get the feeling of how
the city is put together, how the streets are not related.
In some cities you have a grid network, like ashington.
Haven't found anything like that except for a few streets
like Exeter, , . Essentially I started to get a
feeling of the city. Hard to say what it is. The change
has been tremendous since I did not have any feeling at all.
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But it is hard to say in specific terms... it's the
whole attitude of the way the buildings are put together,
their height, their relationship to each other, the
way they are kept up.
Those who had never lived in any other big city before their
stay in Boston experienced in some cases a more fundamental change
in terms of overall attitude. The following example is a case
in point:
I think my idea of a city... cities in general have changed.
As I said when I first got 'here I was disappointed
because it was more rundown and I guess more urbanized
than I expected it to be. But then... I've gotten-to...
I've seen some of the places that were, that were more in
line with my previous stereotypes of what Boston was like.
Come to the conclusion that there are only relatively small
areas within the city where ... the conditions met my
previous stereotypes of being nice, clean... well-kept
areas.
Even for those who have lived in cities, cities with marked
different appearance and atmosphere, the experience of Boston
contributed to a major change in some of the preconceptions or
stereotypes of the environment. One subject redefines his concepts:
I've seen more and more over the last five years. What
I saw first and the impression I had at first was a huge
mass of old slum-like areas with occasional skyscrapers
and new areas. Because at that time, w-hen I first came, I
very much tended to associate slum with old except in case
of marble monuments and things like that. Now that
perception has changed and lots of old areas are not
slum areas any more. They are very reasonable areas that
happen to be old. And you get the feeling of tradition, I
suppose. Mostly that oldness doesn't imply slum. These
are the big major changes in perception I suppose.
With increased familiarity and acquisition of the operational
knowledge as to how to get around, some of the initial feelings of
anxietyfear and other associated psychic stress are reduced. The
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following are examples:
Seems lot smaller. Before I would hesitate to go
too far off campus in fear of getting lost. Now that I
know my way around it seems a lot smaller. Now that I
have seen some other cities, it seems a lot nicer than
my first vision of its being.
Novelty has worn off... like subways, crowded streets
which I was really not used to, going around looking
at historic buildings, not so awed by the city. I
know where to go, how to get around.
A second type of change in perception takes place in the
affective dimension whereby people begin- to like or dislike the city
as more and more familiar they get. The following are examples of
such affective changes:
First I thought of -it as a very small city - looked
down on it as a small town. Next year was a period of
transition - I liked it. Option in New York to go out
at night I just to know that things were there. As
time went on I developed the feel for the city - more
part of Boston than New York.
I didn't like it much at first - probably a reaction to not
new and up to the standards of my impression of the city.
But you come to appreciate it not for how it looks but for
what you can find here.
Started to like the city. Never used to. Gotten used to
it. Disliked, still dislike because you need a car in
the city badly... not a very convenient city... Liked
the way the city revolves around students - nice because
I am a student - lots of things for a student to do.
First upset by the lack of greenery - rows and rows of
houses like in Beacon St. Everything is kind of
It was upsetting in the first year more because of my
withdrawal from everything - the population. Since then
Boston has become a fascinating place to explore, and watch
people - people down here are very interesting. People in
Colorado were polite but not diverse type - not a wide
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variation in personality. But here there are a
great variety of all kinds of people... See and
wander about the architecture - housing development.
At first disappointed. Over four years liked it.
It combines a lot of aspects of the city without
really becoming overwhelming. I can still stand back
and look at it and say it's Boston... very personal
thing.
I thought when I first came I would really love the
city. Now that I feel very different about the city.
Things I don't like most - pollution, noise, traffic,
people much more nervous, life is much faster.
The Paradigm of Change
From analysis of subjects' responses, two distinct patterns
of change in perceptions of the city seem to emerge: cognitive and
affective. The changes that can be labeled cognitive are of two
types. First, the change in perception resulting from increasing
knowledge of the city- its social and physical organization, etc.
The second type is characterized by more fundamental changes in
the generic schema of the city and the urban environment from learning
new concepts or modifying the specifications of available concepts.
The affective changes are reflected mostly in specific value
orientations, likings and dislikings for different environmental
settings. Affective changes for some might result from nothing but
just sensory or behavioral adaptations, while for others it may
result from changes in implicit standards. In most cases affective
changes take place through increased social interaction, active
involvement and participation in the community. The cognitive changes
seem to result primarily from direct experience of the environment
and perhaps to a lesser extent through media-based communication and
social interaction.
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One measure of this affective change was the difference in
responses from the non-local subjects when they were asked whether
they would want to live in the city after they graduate. Some of the
subjects were undecided. Most subjects, however, indicated positive
or negative feelings ranging from a mild "yes" or "no" to a very
strong "yes" or "no". With the responses dichotomized in positive and
negative categories, the following distribution was found among subjects
with different levels of familiarity with the city. This was found
significant at p <.02. 27
Table 5.17 Attitude Toward Living in the City 28
Negatively Positively Total
Inclined Inclined
Low Familiarity 9 3 12
Medium Familiarity 4 11 15
Total 13 14 27
This tends to suggest that at least with increasing familiarity
the affect toward the environment is likely to change in the positive
direction. Furthermore, when this change in affect is analyzed for the
town and city subjects separately, it is found that among those town sub-
jects whose responses can be analyzed, six out of seven freshman subjects
were inclined negatively and six out of seven senior subjects were
29
inclined positively. This was found significant at p .025 .
Similar direction in change is also seen in the case of the city subjects,
30
but this difference is not significant. The fact that this change
is particularly significant for the town subjects may signify a number
of things. First, it may imply a greater level of socialization and
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identification with the environment. Second, it may also imply an
increased liking resulting from the novelty of environmental exposure
and learning about the wider range of opportunities available in the
city.
The learning about the city and differentials in city knowledge
have so far been looked at from the point of view of pragmatic needs,
cognitive assimilation and the baseline difference. But this change in
affect brings up another important question: How does positive
identification with the environment effect such learning? Do people who
positively identify with the city know more about it? To test this a
simple contingency table was prepared using their attitude toward living
in the city and respective map recall ranks as shown in the following
Table.
Table 5.18 Attitude Toward Living in the City
and Map Recall
Map Recall Ranks Negatively Positively Total
Inclined Inclined
Subjects with
ranks higher 5 10 15
than median
Subjects with
ranks lower 8 4 12
than median
Total 13 14 27
This relationship is not a strong one and is not significant at
an acceptable level. 31
There are a number of pertinent issues involved in the question of
environmental learning, not all of which, especially various motivational
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factors, have been addressed in this study. Some of these
issues may be supported by existing theoretical formulations. For
example, the question related to the effect of prior orientation in
environmental learning and perception can derive its theoretical basis
from the theory of anticipatory socialization, even though it is used
to explain aspects of social mobility and perceptions of reference
32
groups, or institutions.
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Footnotes to Chapter V
Stanley Milgram, "The Experience of Living in Cities", Science,
67:1461-68, 1970.
2 ibid.
In his discussion, Milgram included three attribtcs of "atmosphere":
"sensory", "pace" and "behavior". According to his definition "sensory"
attributes also included aspects of the physical form, which is treated in
this study as a separate category.
See Appendix B, supplementary tables, for a detailed breakdown.
See Appendix B, supplementary tables.
6 The 'C's and 'T's within parentheses at the end of each quotation
refer to city and twon subjects respectively.
Donald Appleyard, "City Designers and the Pluralistic City," Lloyd
Rodwin and Associates, Planning Urban Growth and Pegional Development,
(Cambridge: The M.I.T. Press, 1969), pp 4226-452. Also, see,
"Why Buildings are Known': A Predictive Tool for Architects and Planners,"
Environment and Behavior, 2:131-156, December, 1969.
8 Appleyard also measured complexity in terms of number of elements
recalled. ibid.
9 John A. Michon, "Hulti-dimensional and Hierarchical Analysis of
Progress in Learning," Cognition in Learning and Memory, L.W.Gregg,
editor,(New York: John Wiley and Sons.,Inc., to be published).
10 See. George A. Miller, "The Magical Number Seven, Plus or Minus
Two: Some Limits on Our Capacity for Processing Information," Journal
of Psychological Review, 63:81-97, 1956.
11 Chi-square = 7.1, df = 1. Although the outcome is moot for reasons
discussed earlier, the difference in amount of details in maps drawn by all
groups was found significant at p <.02, chi-square = 7.29, df = 2.
12 In Figures 5.2 through 5.6, all elements mentioned by at least
three subjects at each familiarity level were included.
13 Chi-square = 147.8, df = 53
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142 1iatath.0leeChi-square = 5.79, df = 2, not significant at the .05 level
Chi-square = 7.12, df = 1
16 Some auto-correlation can be suspected to exist in the ranks
given on the amount of detail and structure and accuracy of the maps
because (a) more structured and accurate drawings tend to include more
detail as well and (b) the judges, although directed to evaluate
the maps primarily on the basis of structure and accuracy may have
been biased by the amount of detail. This observation does not
necessarily invalidate the difference between local and non-local
subjects in terms of the structural quality and details of map
representation.
17 Local subjects were not considered in this analysis.
18 Chi-square = 4.0, df = 1
19 Chi-square = 3.63, df = 1, significant at p <.10
20 Chi-square = 6.02, df = 1
21 Appleyard, op. cit. Also , "Styles and Methods of
Structuring a City ", Environment and Behavior, 2: 100-117, June, 1970.
22 Chi-square 4.73, df = 1
23 Chi-square = 3.90, df = 1
24
The local subjects were not included in this analysis since
it has been established already that their learning about a city is
quite different from that of the non-local subjects.
25
Chi-square - 4.0, df = 1
26 Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann, The Social Construction of
Reality, ( Gardcen City: N.Y.: Doubleday and Co., Inc., 1966) p. 42.
27 Chi-square = 6.15, df = 1. This analysis is based upon responses
of twenty-seven out of thirty-six subjects. Other responses were
either 'undecided', 'indifferent', or not recorded.
28 e.g. The Boston area
29 The Fisher Exact Probability Test was used since N<20.
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30 Three out of five freshman city subjects were negatively
inclined but five out of eight senior subjects were positively inclined.
The Fisher Exact Probability Test was used here also.
31 Chi-square = 2.91, df = 1, .05 <p .10.
32 This theory explains the process of internalization of the
norms, values and attitudes of reference groups, long before an
individual assumes such a role. See for example, Robert K. Merton,
Social Theory and Social Structure ( Glencoe: Free Press, 1957), pp.
323-327 It is not clear from the evidence available in this study
whether such anticipatory learning about the city has taken place,
neither has it been possible to test such a hypothesis within the scope
of this study. But as Table 5.18 indicates, the relationship between
attitude and learning is not significant, although some relationship
does seem to exist. Furthermore, when the non-local subjects were asked
about what they were interested in knowing about the city in advance,
a third of all subjects replied that either they were "not interested",
or "didn't care" about the city per se. One subject mentioned that he
was only interested in finding out more about M.I.T. Interestingly
enough, a greater fraction of the subjects who indicated such prior
apathy toward the city consisted of the city subjects ( nine as against
three town subjects ). The subjects, when dichotomized in apathetic and
interested groups, did not demonstrate any significant difference in
their urban knowledge as measured by their map recall scores. In other
words, prior apathy or interest in the city did not seem to have any
significant relationship with their subsequent knowledge of the city.
This was true when considered irrespective of their familiarity with
the city. (chi-square = 1.00, df = 1) It was also true when separate
analyses were made for the freshman and senior subjects. ( The Fisher
Exact Probability Test was used in this case.)
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS
In this chapter an attempt will be made to synthesize
and integrate the findings, to evaluate the extent to which the
aims of this study have been met, to discuss its limitations, to
present implications for future research and relevant issues in
urban policy, and to suggest normative directions in approaching
these issues. These items for discussion will be organized
under four main sections: (a) Summary of Findings, consisting
of two parts : Part I, Baseline Differences in Urban Knowledge,
and Part II, Perceptions and Knowledge of the Boston Area; (b)
A Model for Environmental Learning; (c) Evaluation of Research
Methods; and (d) Policy and Contextual Issues.
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Summary of Findings
In chapters IV and V two different aspects of urban knowledge
have been discussed: (a) baseline differences between the city and
town subjects and (b) perceptions and knowledge of the Boston area
as related to the subject's familiarity with the city. The major
findings of these two chapters will be briefly reviewed here.
a. Baseline Differences in Urban Knowledge
It was proposed in the beginning of Chapter IV that general
urban knowledge is a function of relative exposure to urban environments.
Accordingly the subjects who had previously lived in cities were
expected to have a richer repertory of environmental constructs than
those who had not lived in cities. Also, subjects with urban back-
grounds were expected to use a higher number of categories in sorting
the set of photographs representing various aspects of the urban
environment. .
This prediction was generally upheld with a few exceptions in the
case of the subgroups. First of all, the city subjects within all
familiarity levels had higher mean scores than their town, or in the case
of local subjects 'suburban' counterparts. Second, the difference
between these two groups of subjects considered as a whole, that is,
irrespective of their familiarity with the city, was found to be
statistically significant (p<.05). Similarly, the difference between
freshman town and city subjects was also significant (p-<.02). However
the differences among senior city and town subjects, or local city and
suburban subjects were not significant at an acceptable level(.05<Zp<z.l0),
even though the city subjects had. higher mean scores. In the case of
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non-local subjects, this lack of significant difference tends to
suggest that the town subjects, after living in a city for four years
acquired a greater ability to differentiate the environment. This
skill almost equalled that of their city counterparts.
Initially it was expected that the difference among the freshman
and senior town subjects would be much greater than that between the
freshman and city subjects for the same reason as previously discussed.
As indicated in Table 4.1, the difference among the city subjects,
whether they were in freshman or senior classes, or local resident was
insignificant. They have almost identical mean scores. On the other hand,
the senior town subjects used twenty-five percent more categories than
the freshman town subjects. This relationship however was not statistically
significant at an acceptable level (.05<p<.10).
The lack of significant difference among local city and
suburban subjects (.05<p <.10), even though the city subjects have used
twenty-five percent more categories than the suburban subjects, indicates
that the existing trend is not a strong one. In other words the
suburbanites are not too different from their city counterparts in terms
of differentiating the urban environment. This is not unexpected
because most metropolitan suburban subjects have a greater access to the
inner city than those who have grown up in small towns. Actually it can
be argued that the suburban subjects, as students of MIT, have spent
most of their past few years in the inner city and have undergone recent
learning. Of nine suburban subjects, fair are in the senior class,
one in the junior class, two in the sophomore class, and two in the
freshman class. It is also interesting to note that the lowest number
of categories, that is four and five, are used by three of four lower-
classman students.
The baseline difference is urban knowledge was also measured
from the subjects' general descriptions of the city, using the
number of environmental concepts and complexity of their organization.
Again in terms of absolute number of categories used, a significant
difference was found to exist among the fifty-four subjects when
dichotomized in city and town classes ( the latter including local
suburban subjects ). The difference between these two groups in terms
of complexity of organization of environmental concepts used in
general descriptions of the city was also found highly significant,
Similar differences were also found in representations of the
Boston area among the town and city subjects.
b. Perceptions and Knowledge of the Boston Area
Chapter V deals with various aspects of perception, learning, and
knowledge of the Boston area. It was initially shown that one often
enters a new environment with different types of preconceptions,
expectations, and hypotheses. Three major thames which were related to
the physical form, atmosphere and the services and opportunities of the
city seemed to underlie such preconceptions and prior imagery. The
difference between the town and city subjects was not statistically
significant in terms of their prior impressions although the former
tended to place slightly more emphasis on the physical form, whereas the
latter emphasized the atmosphere of the city. Sources of prior imagery
varied a great deal. The most dominant source was "people" - friends,
relatives, etc. Ranking next in order of frequency were "pamphlets,
catelogues, newspapers", "textbooks" and "Lelevision, radio".
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For most subjects, the initial experience of the city consisted
of reformulation of prior hypotheses about the environment, and sensory
and cognitive adaptation to new stimulus situations. This period of
sensory orientation and adaptation, as the evidence suggested, was
particularly stressful for those subjects who had never lived in a
city before coming to Boston.
The development of city knowledge with increasing familiarity
was analyzed by comparing map representation, recognition scores
and social area perceptions of subjects with different levels of familiar-
ity.
The analysis of map representations itself yielded significant
differences among different familiarity groups along a number of
dimensions such as amount of detail, range of elements, and overall
complexity of maps drawn and style of representation. In almost all
dimensions a similar trend was found. As expected, there was a
considerable giowth in knowledge among the non-local students with
increasing familiarity. Not only did the senior students have a much
more detailed knowledge of the area in terms of elements shown, but
also they drew more structured and positionally accurate maps than the
freshman students. However contrary to previous expectations, the
local subjects did not score even higher than the non-local students.
In fact their performances in most cases had been poorer than the
senior students, although they had scored higher than the freshman
group. This does not necessarily imply that the local subjects know
less than the non-local subjects. Neither does it imply that there is
a genuine drop in knowledge level as increasing familiarity becomes
routine and habitual, although the possibility of a levelling off of
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knowledge has been suggested in other works. For example,
the single most detailed map had been drawn by a local subject. Local
students as a group had shown a much more extensive knowledge of the
metropolitan area (see Tables 5.3, 5.10)than any of the non-local
subject groups. Also the local students demonstrated a much better
understanding of different parts of the city and the metropolitan
area and were able to spatially differentiate the metropolitan area and
the inner city at a more detailed level. Indeed this is perhaps the
most significant dimension in which the local subjects surpassed the
non-local subjects. In response to the task of social area identification,
the local subjects as a group presented a much more detailed identification
of social areas than any other group ( see Table 5.13).Finally, in anoLher
measure of city knowledge, the local subjects have done better than
any other group. In photo recognition tests, the local subjects
identified the highest number of photographs, with the highest degree of
accuracy and the least amount of uncertainty. These evidences clearly
indicate that the local subjects' knowledge of the city is much greater
than the non-local subjects.
This apparently paradoxical result with local subjects raises
some interesting questions. First of all, less complex and more
topological maps with a greater use of district and neighborhood names may
indicate nothing more than representational economy on the part of local
students because their knowledge of the city may be too detailed. It
can also be seen as somewhat of a "bottlenecking" effect - that is one
has so much to say that he may just end up saying relatively little.
But this argument does not explain the lack of structure and accuracy in
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the map representation of local subjects. Instead, the evidence
seems to point to a much more fundamental difference in their city
knowledge and learning. The local subjects who probably have
obtained an operational adequacy of their city knowledge at a much
earlier age, perhaps during early adolescence, were likely to have
learned about the city much more in terms of proximity, connections,
spatial and territorial differentiations, nominal identities of
various areas and symbolic meanings of various parts of the city.
This type of learning is less deliberate, planned and conscious, and
acquired through early explorations and use of the city. For the
local subject this learning is an integral part of the early socialization
process during which various social meanings and symbolism are
acquired from his "significant others" - parents, relatives, peers, etc -
and attributed to different parts of the city. Thus the knowledge of
the local subjects as reflected in their map representations are much
more global and topological, enactive and symbolic in nature. In
contrast the non-local subject's learning is much more deliberate and
conscious. An adult newcomer is much more likely to look up street naps
or other orientational devices. As noted earlier, the new environment
presents for him a literal information overload. He consciously looks
for structure and reference points and other meaningful relationships
between different parts of the environment. He is involved in a much
greater amount of cognitive operations in piecing things together and
integrating his experiences over time, aided by street maps etc. Thus
the non-local subjects' images, as reflected in their map representations,
are much more spatial and map-like, and iconic in nature.
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The difference in the city knowledge of freshman and senior
students, on the other hand, sheds some light as to the nature of
development. It was seen, for instance, from map representations, photo
recognition scores, and social identification results that not only
is there a general growth in complexity, structure, and accuracy of
spatial representation with increasing familiarity, but also there is
a substantial increase in the spatial differentiation of the environment
and knowledge of various social and functional areas. Furthermore,
it was also apparent that whereas at early stages greater reliance was
placed on specific places, such as buildings and activity settings and
important visual landmarks, in structuring the environmentswith increasing
familiarity this emphasis was shifted to larger spatial units such as
neighborhoods and districts as the basis for organization. It was
also seen that there was very little change or new additions to the
original set of places mentioned by freshman students with increasing
familiarity. This is indicative of the fact that the basic action space
configuration has been fairly well established by the end of the first
year. This notion is supported by the outlines of neighborhood
boundaries which show very little change among the freshman and senior
students even though the secondary familiarity had increased a great
deal ( See Tables 5.7 and 5.6 respectively.-).
Even though it has been possible to identify some of the basic
characteristics of growth and development of city image from the
comparative analysis of freshman and senior subjects, and to a much
lesser extent, the local subjects, the nature of the learning process
can only be inferred, and this will be elaborated elsewhere in this
chapter. Therefore the subjects wcre asked directly what they had
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learned about the city. As discussed in Chapter V, the responses
were related mostly to various operational or "recipe" knowledge
of the city - including information such as how to get around or
where to go. Such knowledge required both skill and intelligence
about various places in the city for this purpose. To a lesser
extent the subjects reported what can be called the community knowledge,
that is, a general'awareness of the people, their attitudes and life-
styles, various neighborhoods and their social characteristics, local
politics and economy, and various other forms of community issues. When
asked how they learned about such things, three major sources were
mentioned: (a) direct experience and involvement, such as walking around,
using the city facilities, or tutoring school children in Dorchester, etc.
(b) "people" - ranging from upperclassmen to friends who are local people,
and (c) the media including television, radio, local newspapers and other
campus newspapers, posters or other kinds of publications directed
toward the student community of the Boston area. Whereas operational
knowledge is gained primarily from direct experience and involvement, the
community knowledge is either gained through these mediated sources
or in the process of general community socialization.
It was also seen from various responses of the subjects that with
increasing familiarity and learning about the city some general changes
in perceptions had taken place among many subjects. These changes were
related either to the city itself or to the general cognitive schema of
cities. For some subjects this was reflected in a revision of prior
hypotheses about the city or in changes from initial perception. For
other subjects the exposure of living in the Boston area and learning
caused an even more fundamental change in terms of redefinition of existing
environmental concepts or restructuring of existing schema.
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A Model for Environmental Learning
The insights gained about the process of city learning are
far from complete. Due to the limitations of the research strategy
and instruments used, which will be evaluated in the following
section, the understanding is only partial. However, based on such
partial understanding and a general awareness of the process obtained
from the subjects' responses, a hypothetical framework for environ-
mental learning can be proposed. It is partly speculative and
extrapolative in nature.
The process of learning about one's physical and social
milieu, such as a neighborhood, a city or metropolitan area can be
described in terms of a number of different phases. These phases
of development, however, are not necessarily discrete units in time,nor
are they sequentially related in the sense that one moves on to
a new phase of learning upon completion of the previous one. Rather,
they should be seen as having considerable overlap and simultaneity.
At best, these phases of learning are nothing more than conceptual
distinctions in a continuum - an on-going process through which a person
constantly acquires, develops and revises his perceptions of the milieu.
The environmental learning model can be seen as having four
basic phases: a. Sensory Orientation Phase, b. Action Space
Structuring Phase, c. Spatial Differentiation Phase, and d. Social
and Functional Phase.
a. Sensory Orientation Phase: The orientation phase itself can be
described in terms of three se(s of phenomena which seem to tke place
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almost simultaneously. First, the initial contact with a new
environment demands processing of a larger amount of sensory data
within a relatively short period of time. The observer is
literally faced with an "overload" of information. 2 This experience
can be extremely stressful, particularly for those individuals who
are not used to complex environments. This is reflected in the fact
that, for example, twice as many subjects with small town backgrounds
mentioned being "confused", "overwhelmed", "got lost", etc. than the
city subjects.
Second and because of the need to reduce this stress, and to
cope with the complexities of the environment, an observer has to,
of necessity, develop some adaptive responses, either in the form of
sensory adaptation or in being highly selective in receiving stimulus
input. It seems then that the perceptions of the spatial environment
at this stage are by and large limited to establishing key reference
points in space by locating visually dominant elements which are
critically important for the purposes of directional orientation and
navigation. Loss of orientation in a strange environment can be
3
extremely stressful. It is not entirely by accident that the
Charles River, MIT, Prudential, Massachusetts Avenue, and Harvard
Square are the five most frequently mentioned elements in the map
representations of newcomer subjects.
A third factor of this orientation phase is characterized by a
constant testing, revising and retesting of various forms of personal
hypotheses about a new environment. The nature of these hypotheses
has been discussed under the title of prior imagery -- types, source
and distribution.
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These hypotheses, as indicated, pertain not only to the physical
form of the city, but also to its services and functional aspects,
or the overall atmosphere which includes sensuous qualities, pace
of life, attitudes, characteristics and behavior of the people.
Such hypotheses are not necessarily overt and well formulated,
but are likely to exist subliminally - as expectations or as innate
sense of causality or probability of occurrence of various events
in time and space. Then such hypotheses are not validated and are
incongruent with actual experience, it usually results in redefining
and modifying existing hypotheses and constructs. This is reflected
in the fact that a significant amount of all responses referring to
initial experiences, consisted primarily of events or experiences
which ran contrary to the subjects' prior expectations.
Finally it should be noted that the verification of hypotheses
does not necessarily end in this stage. It continues over a longer
period of time - although perhaps less intensively - as new
experiences are gained. An observer explores different parts of the
city and as a result of such continuous interaction and learning about
and from the environment, fundamental changes take place in one's
perception of his environment. Such changes take place in the form
of change in initial cognitive schemata, acquisition of new concepts,
and in reenumeration of the criteria for specific concepts.
b. Action Space Structuring Phase: Map representations of subjects
with low familiarity, i.e. less than a year's residence, reflects this
phase of development. In other words, this phase of image development
corresponds to the time when the limits on an individual's activity
or life-space first begin to take shape. Much of the knowledge
acquired in this stage is utilitarian in nature - location of
convenience shopping, familiarity with the transit system, knowledge
of cultural and recreational amenities and sources. The limits of
this action space are set by spatial locations of various places
which become meaningful from use, association, utility, and other
social purposes. The primary activity space - or that part of the
city with which a person has the most familiarity from repeated
pattern of use, is essentially well-defined by this time. Even with
increased temporal familiarity, the primary action space undergoes
little change although the secondary action space may extend further.
This argument is supported by the fact that the difference in median
scores of primary spatial familiarity is relatively small compared
to the difference in secondary spatial familiarity score. Mat is
to say, even after three or four years of residence, the extent of
primary familiarity may not change much. A second evidence which also
supports this observation is the area included as one's neighborhood.
Here again the difference between low and medium familiarity subjects
with identical backgrounds is very little in terms of median scores
for the area identified as one's neighborhood.
It would be misleading however to conclude that the primary
familiarity will always remain the same. As a person's place of
residence, place of work, lifestyle, and role change, the nature of his
action space will also change and take on different spatial con-
figurations. But for a given lifestyle, role and location in space, a
person's action space is fairly well defined in terms of the path he
travels, Ilaces he uses for transactions, interactions, recceation,
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and socialization. An important phase of image development as this
study suggests, runs parallel to these formative stages of action
space.
c. Soatial Differentiation and Growth Phase
This phase of image development is marked by a growth in
spatial schema both in terms of detail and complexity of structure.
Furthermore, in this stage, the overall schema of the city increases
much beyond the primary or secondary territory to include the heresay
world.
One major feature of this phase of image development is the
differentiation of the previously undifferentiated urban area in
terms of districts and neighborhoods with specific names, and to
a limited extent the beginnings of acquisition of social and functional
meanings. It approximately corresponds to the knowledge and
representations of the medium familiarity subjects which as previously
mentioned, contain a greater proportion of spatial identification names
than those of low familiarity subjects.
This phase of image development also corresponds with a growth
in knowledge related to services, amenities and opportunities in the
city rather than utilitarian aspects which were of primary importance
in the previous phase corresponding to the action space formation
stage.
d. Social and Functional Basis of Spatial Differentiation of the City
Although in the previous stage of image development the city begins
to appear more of a collection of distinct spatial entities with names
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such as Beacon Hill, Charlestown, Roxbury, a full knowledge of
the social and functional characteristics of such areas are attained
much later. The names become more meaningful than just spatial
identifications - they are perceived as specific social and functional
areas. At this stage not only does one develop an understanding of
social class, ethnicity and occupational characteristics of people
who live in various parts of the city, but he becomes aware of many
environmental nuances - in terms of norms and behaviors of people,
or various forms of symbolism associated with parts of the city,
local history, subculture, etc.
With increasing familiarity one is apt to differentiate such
functional and social characteristics of the milieu with greater
dexterity and at a much finer level. This is clearly demonstrated
by the local subjects' knowledge of social areas over non-local
subjects. It has been shown that whereas newcomers tend to use
sociological stereotypes in describing social areas, the local
subjects are much more specific in their descriptions.
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Evaluation
This study has some obvious limitations. Because of the
specialized sample characteristics ( which are representative
of the student population) chosen deliberately to minimize effects
of other variables, the power of generalization for a larger population
is diminished. Thus it is important to bear in mind the caveats.
Any conclusions are at best hypotheses subject to more rigorous
testing. By the same token, normative directions for city
design and environmental learning, which will be discussed later,
should be regarded mainly as speculative extrapolations of the
findings of this study.
The structured interview method supplemented by various projective
tests can generally be regarded as successful with a few exceptions.
In terms of specific items in the interview protocol, the projective
techniques yielded the most quantifiable and therefore statistically
analyzable data. The map drawing task appeared to be the single most
effective projective technique in terms of eliciting the widest range
of information. Open-ended questions are generally inefficient in the
sense of quantitative analysis. On the other hand, they yield the widest
range of responses that are often sought in exploratory research. This
trade-off was recognized initially and a number of open-ended questions
were included. However some of the questions did not yield as mucn
information as expected and in some instances the information was trivial
and redundant. Unfortunately this could not be predicted even
after pretesting because the pretest sample was extremely small. Such
questions could have been eliminated and this would have also helped
reduce the total time taken for the interview, which in some instances
lasted as long as three and a half hours.
The method used for this study has some of its own built in
limitations. Because it is a surrogate for a true longitudinal study
it has only been possible to study differences in the knowledge of subjects
with different levels of familiarity with the city rather than the pro-
cess of learning itself. It was hoped initially that from an analysis
of these differences and by questioning subjects about what and how they
learned about the city, the nature of learning can be inferred. It
has only been partly possible to identify some of the characteristics
of the growth and development of city images and the picture is
far from complete.
This problem was recognized in the beginning, but the alternatives
did not appear feasible for reasons discussed earlier. The task of
documenting learning processes involved in acquisition of environmental
knowledge is undoubtedly a difficult one. Most experimental learfiing
paradigms fall under one of these three categories: (a) direct measures,
such as protocol analyses, map representation, verbal recall, etc.,
(b) behavioral responses, such as reaction time, number of trials,
galvanic skin responses, etc., and (c) psychophysical scaling techniques,
such as Kruskal's multi-dimensional scaling techniques, Johnson's
4
Hierarchical Cluster Analysis, etc. The first method was used in this
study, and is regarded as the most effective in representations of
large-scale environments. The second method is limited in general to
laboratory situations with a limited set of stimuli. Some recent attempts
have been made related to perception and cognition of urban environments
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5
by using simulated environmental displays. But such simulated
environmental displays can be made only for small scale environments, or
certain components of the physical environment such as a street or a
highway. Until very recently, the third category of techniques, as
6
Michon notes, has had little use in studies of cognitive theory.
But as he demonstrated such techniques can be used in investigating
7
learning about spatial relationships. Recent works by Lee and
Lowrey8 in measurement of distance concepts of urban residents have
utilized similar techniques.
A fourth method is the ecological approach involving direct
observation of learning behavior of an individual in an actual
environment. Most of Piaget's theories on development are based
9
on such empiricism and recent works by Roger Barker also are based
on similar methods. However that has been possible in an observation room
or a classroom setting, or a drug store counter setting, and may not be
10
as easily applied in the large scale environmental setting such as a city.
Additionally such observations have to be supplemented by the subjects'
own account of what he has learned and perhaps how. A possible
alternative to direct observation is to ask the subject to document his
own activities and learning experience in the city. This technique
was tested in the very initial trial run with subjects who had then
just arrived in Boston. These subjects were asked to keep diaries of
their experience and activities of the city for one week. Unfortunately
this did not work out because of a number of factors such as (a) the
duration was short and thus almost all the subjects had very little
contact with the city and spent most of their time on campus, (b).
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general apathy. lack of motivation or preoccupation with studies and
campus activities, and (c) perhaps more importantly, lack of specifica-
tion and format in the task assigned. For example, it is believed now
with hindsight that if the subjects were given a structured form for
recording and mapping their activities and experience of the city
over time, more specific information could have been obtained. This
possibility was rejected prematurely and serious consideration should
be given in the future to include such a protocol device. Some of
the details will be discussed in the following section.
Would it have been more useful to study subjects with a wider range
of familiarity, such as sophomore and junior students in addition to
freshman and senior students? It is not clear if such changes would have
added significantly to the understanding. On the other hand, it is
strongly felt that different levels of familiarity at the earlier stage
such as less than a month, or even a few weeks, and familiarity of
three to six months may add some additional knowledge because it is
suspected that the learning is most intense at that early stage.
Michon's study has shown that the difference in spatial knowledge is
much greater between subjects with familiarity less than three months
and one year than that between subjects with familiarity of one year
11
and three years. In- the trial run with three subjects, who had then
been the Boston area for exactly one month, at least two of the maps
drawn by the subjects were almost as detailed and structured as an
average freshman map after a year's familiarity with the city.
Research Issues
Most exploratory research works open up new avenues for further
research and this study is no exception. Although one could enumerate
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various research issues that have been recognized in the process of
this study, the following discussion, for the most part, will be
restricted to the research issues which are extensions of and
complementary to the present study.
The scope of this study has been limited to aspects of image
development and adult learning with considerations to one's past and
present experience. In the process of discussing the theoretical
underpinnings of this study, various aspects of cognitive growth
especially the developmental issues related to representational skills
have been discussed. Furthermore, baseline differences resulting from
differential opportunities in childhood learning and experience have
also been discussed. In addition the findings have indicated chat there
are substantial differences among the town and city subjects in terms of
complexity of organization of environmental concepts, differentiation,
and style of structuring the environment. Although such differences have
attributed to past learning, little is known about the actual process
of childhood learning about the city.
Recently some studies have been directed toward the children's
knowledge and experience of cities. A review of such studies has been
included in Chapter II. As it was seen, those studies have demonstrated
some of the fundamental differences in children's and teenagers'
knowledge and use of the cities and related environmental values
influenced by family background, age, location in the city, etc.
However, questions such as how the children's knowledge of the city grow
and develop over time, at what age they attain operational adequacy
in city knowledge, how they learn various symbolic concepts of the
environment, how they learn to represent and differentiate the
environment, and how their knowledge and use of the city is related to
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their values and preferences are some of the relevant research
issues that need some consideration. Furthermore, a major thrust
of such inquiries can be developed around the question of how
differential learning opportunities and environmental experience
effect the growth and development of city knowledge. For example,
how does an inner city ghetto child's conceptions of a relevant
community vary from that of his suburban counterpart? How do their
perceived opportunity and action spaces differ from each other? What
are the basic differences in the developmental aspects of their city
knowledge?
The studies mentioned previously mark a modest but promising
beginning in this type of inquiry. They have already provided some
insights into the children's knowledge and experience of the city.
In addition there exist extensive literature and theoretical formulations
in cognitive growth and development which should provide the
necessary theoretical. postulates for such an inquiry.
Uhat should be the best strategy to undertake such a study? Some
of the methodological alternatives have been discussed earlier in this
chapter. Depending on the availability of resources, it can be
undertaken in different phases. At the initial phase it will be
desirable to limit the investigation to the differences that exist
between children with different age levels, controlling social and
environmental variables. This could then be followed by a detailed
study of the influences of various social and environmental variables
such as location in the metropolitan area, and median income level.
Longitudinal studies will be the most desirable although for pragmatic
reasons, as discussed elsewhere in this text, surrogate strategies will
have to be chosen. But if the latter approach is selected, it will
be worthwhile to supplement it by at least sample observations if
various learning episodes. This could be done by taking the children to
a new environment and recording their interaction and behavior in the
environment. However such observations have to be supplemented by
the children's own account of their city experience and learning.
Clearly not all techniques can be equally appropriate for different
age groups, and a combination of various methods has to be considered.
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Policy and Contextual Issues
The motives for what has been studied within the limited scope
of this inquiry stem from a much broader concern for the need to
understand the interrelationships between user needs, perceptions and
behavior in the context of urban environments. It has not been possi-
ble to address all the underlying issues within the immediate subject-
matter of this inquiry. Nevertheless it is important to discuss some
of the pertinent points which remain in the context in which this
particular study was conceived and its purposes defined.
Although initially the utility of studies in environmental
perception was seen primarily as related to the design of the percep-
tual form of the city, there has been an increasing awareness of the
fact that such investigations are also fundamental to the understand-
ing of human behavior patterns, values and attitudes relative to the
urban physical form. Consider, for example, the phenomenon of urban
spatial behavior such as intra- or inter-city migration, intra-city
travel, use of various commercial services and facilities, or utili-
zation of various public services, etc. An individual's decisions
concerning where to live, to work, to shop, or his choice of a certain
travel route or mode, are all examples of actions which are based
upon his personal knowledge of the city and his perceptions of choices
and opportunities. Even most public or private investment decisions
concerning locations of certain facilities or business establishments
are based upon the corporate images of the environment.
Conceptually, therefore. perceptions and knowledge of the environ-
ment as held by an individual or certain population group who share
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similar biography, experience and location in the city , are important
variables in predicting urban spatial behavior. Yet, typically the
predictive models of urban spatial behavior, based upon market research
models or location theory formulations include many implicit assump-
tions which ignore effects of such variables. Such assumptions as
the concept of "economic man" meaning that a consumer has a perfect
knowledge or that he is a "rational" decision-maker, beg ~the very
basic questions.12 Clearly, more emphasis will have to be placed on
the role of the subjective, imperfect and partial knowledge of urban
residents as an important input to such models of urban spatial
behavior. Furthermore, since an individual's "action space" and his
perceptions of the environment are constantly changing, albeit in
different degrees, depending on the stage of learning he is in, the
understanding of the process is still important in developing any
such models. A modest but promising beginning has already been made
in research related to how the objective spatial structure, percep-
tions of it and behavioral preferences interact in shaping one's
action space.13 But still a great deal more has to be learned about
how urban perceptions and knowledge influence personal behavioral
preferences or choice of various urban services and facilities. To be
(5
sure, more empirical research a urgently needed to back up the
intuitive appeals of such conceptual formulations. Undoubtedly,
economic, political and social factors are important in predicting
urban spatial behavior; but the psychological variables such as a
a person's mental representations of the urban physical environment
require immediate attention. This study, in its conception, was seen
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as contributing to this cause.
Another major concern underlying the studies in environmental
perception is related to user attitudes and values toward the urban
environment. The current understanding of the factors which shape
and influence environmental values is far from adequate, even though
the literature in social psychology is replete with theoretical
formulations in attitude formation and change. Proper understanding
of such processes will become increasingly important for persons
responsible for maintaining, managing and making policies for future
environments.14 This is important not only for the purposes of
assessing people's needs, desires and preferences, or to predict
future behavior patterns, but also to develop the means for educating
people to know and use the environment. Additionally, there is a
need for making information available to them when certain biases
are likely to exist from the lack of adequate information.
It is commonly held that other than some of the inherent
personality traits, most of the stereotypes and attitudes are susceptible
to change - either through information or experience. Commenting on
the role of environmental information on attitude change, Gilbert
White writes:15
Among the numerous aspects of environmental stimulation
probably the one most susceptible to change is the infor-
mation about the environmental condition and ways of
managing them. Although certain findings suggest that the
information alone, as in the case of a flood hazard map
or a government pamphlet about land erosion, may have little
effect toward these phenomena, other studies indicate that
if the individual's sense of efficacy in dealing with the
confusion of the world changes suitably, the information
takes on different significance (and this qualification
may be crucial) there is no reason to think that some
amount of shift in the attitude would not follow the receipt
of new information about the environment.
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In this study, although questions related to values and attitudes
have not been directly addressed, a major emphasis has been given
on how perceptions of the environment change with increasing
familiarity and learning. It was seen that with increased exposure,
many stereotypes of the environment had changed, the concepts
and symbolic categories used to represent the environment had
been reformulated or redefined and new meanings had been acquired.
Individual differences in attitude and behavior have tradi-
tionally been eschewed by planners and environmental designers.
Instead they have based their analyses mostly on the collective
and modal patterns. But such individual differences in attitudes
and perceptions have always interested personality psychologists:16
Given objectively equivalent stimulus conditions, two
persons may manifest markedly different degrees of
response versatality - for one tourist a castle perched
upon a hill is just another ruin, while for another it
is a particular type of architecture and style, situated
in a strategic setting, embodying the social and poli-
tical structure of a certain period in history. What
could explain the difference in response?
Personality theorists have advanced many constructs among which the
difference in learning opportunities is an important one. In this
study these differential learning opportunities have been considered
a major variable in studying differences in urban knowledge. As
discussed -previously, it was seen that environmental experience is
indeed a primary source of learning, a notion which has been implicit
in the intuitive and introspective judgements made in past practices
in city design. although the magnitude of such experience may not
have been known. It was also seen that the personal experience of the
environment influences not only the immediate learning but also the
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relatively stable and permanent model of the environment which
consists of different concepts and constructs one uses to represent
the environment.
The implications for the differences in individual repertory of
environmental concepts that result from environmental experience can
be quite important. It has been demonstrated in studies in perception
and cognition that persons who differentiate the environment at a
finer level are likely to respond and adapt to the changes in the
environment readily than those who use broader categories in differen-
tiating the environment.17 Effects of environmental learning,
especially that which is involved in direct experience, may thus
have concrete consequences in the formation and change in values
and attitudes toward the environment, and the question of how to
increase environmental learning opportunities then becomes an important
policy issue.
This issue is particularly significant in view of the fact that
the urban experience for most people is highly programmed, partly
due to the form of the city and partly due to personal adaptations
in response to complexities of urban life - a phenomenon which has
been variously described as "anomie ", "withdrawl-syndrome", etc.18
It has been argued that the city as an environment has been higly
segmented, and the different sectors of the city have become more
and more spatially and socially isolated. This growing spatial and
social insularity as reflected in the present structure and organi-
zation of cities is an antithesis to what psychologists have so far
learned about adult growth and individual development, that "children
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become adults only as they are jolted out of safe routines, out of
what they already know and can handle."19 But what is even more alarming
is the fear, distrust, and apprehension which result from such physical
isolation and lack of contact with diverse social and environmental
situations. Sennett, a sociologist, writes:20
This hidden fear of the city, this flight into isolation
has concrete political consequences. The search for iso-
lated privacy and the fear of encounter that mold people's
feelings about the city are really a scenario for the
emotional polarization of the city as a society. Ghetto
black and Princeton banker, outer Queens construction
worker and East Village hippie are all tightly walled off
from each other, so that unlike stereotypes of "them" are
naturally formed, and never assailed by the actual
experience of confronting one another. The fears of the
city in America have worked out to be a prescription for
hostilities that have no adult way to be resolved, since
these opposing groups will never have a chance to meet
one another on the meaningful common ground of living
together.
This grim observation underscores the urgency of the problem and the
need for mechanisms to sustain diversified human and environmental
contact.
What are the means for sustaining diverse social and environmental
exposure? The protagonists of urban diversity have advocated an optimum
mix in physical form, activities and population - poor and rich, young
21
and old, workers and professionals. But as some sociologists are
quick to point out, such prescriptions for social heterogeneity may
not only be not desirable but also unattainable because of different
values, preferences, lifestyles, etc. of different population groups.22
Furthermore, they have also pointed out that physical diversity alone
may not be enough to emulate the much appreciated "vitality" of older
ethnic areas such as North End in Boston,' or Greenwich Village in New
York. Because, according to this viewpoint, this vitality of street
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life is more of a culturally based outcome rather than an environmen-
tally determined one, and that such environments are fairly homogeneous
anyway.
Polemics aside, it is clear that diversity per se is not the
critical issue here, because most cities as a total. environment are
highly diversified in terms of both their social and physical orga-
nization. Rather, it is the potential and actual accessibility of
diverse environmental settings and conditions of the visit that
becomes a more pertinent policy issue. The goal of increasing
experience may simply be a function of increased accessibility. To be
sure, accessibility of different environmental settings is partly
influenced by the physical form and the spatial structure of the
city. The existing models of urban spatial structure and organiza-
tion of various services and facilities - either in highly centra-
lized or decentralized form - do not necessarily promote intra-city
travel, or visit to the different parts of the city. Although it is
not always feasible to radically alter spatial organization of existing
cities, experiments in alternative models,; such as functional specia-
lization of differenr parts of the city - which may create increased
potentials for intra-city travel - needs to be considered in designing
new towns or in newly developing urban areas. Physical accessibility
of various places is also a function of availability of adequate
transportation network. One may never visit certain parts of the city
because it is too far away, or too difficult to get to. Efficient
street layout and transportation network obviously reduce some of the
physical impedance. Similarly, trivial though it may seem, adequate
directive and informative systems can facilitate this "getting around"
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process. City designers have also discussed the policies effecting
visual accessibility of various functions, activities, ecology and
the form of the city. One quite commonly discussed means for achieving
this goal of visual accessibility of the city form is through the design
of the movement system which can increase potential exposure of the
23
region traversed. However, since most design decisions concerning
the movement system, especially in urban areas are dictated by consi-
derations other than visual, this goal is least attainable, except
perhaps in the case of newly developing urban areas.
Perhaps, a more significant policy issue concerning accessibility
is the question of real and potential mobility for all. For example,
the poor can least afford to travel. There are others, such as the
elderly and the children who are either dependent on others for their
travel, or on public transportation. Free transportation for all, as
suggested by Dyckman, and Carr and Lynch, is one solution that is
likely to increase the mobility of all.24 Mobility of the poor, at the
least, requires immediate attention. Even a limited policy of subsidized
transportation, as in the case of school-children and elderly citizens,
is one way of increasing intra-city travel for the poor. Carr and Lynch
25
also su3gest policies for subsidizing educational trips for children.
In many cities around the world, special fares are available on week-
ends that allow one to ride public transportation all day and to go
any place he wishes. Similar arrangements will no doubt increase explo-
ratory travels, especially for children or newcomers to the city.
Accessibility to various parts of the city is also a function of
psychological factors. A place physically accessible may not be psycho-
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logically accessible. The fear of the city, as discussed by Sennett
is a real one.26 Perceptions of real or potential urban hazards such
as street crimes, traffic accidents, and lack of personal safety are
psychological deterrants to exploratory travel to unknown areas. Thus
increased safety may be a necessary precondition for increasing
accessibility potentials of certain parts of the city.
One can also turn to some of the existing institutional programs
or arrangements for their potentials in city learning. Recent programs
of busing children for explicit purposes of obtaining racial balance
in school systems, need to be evaluated in terms of the children's
learning and experience out of school. All of its social and political
controversies notwithstanding, such a program may have extra-classroom
learning potentials, particularly if such programs take on a more
comprehensive dimension on a citywide scale and on a rotating basis,
and is not limited to a mere transfer of pupils from a predominantly
black school to a white school, or vice versa. Such programs obviously
have many social and political repercussions and even more importantly,
immediate socio-psychological implications which need careful exami-
nation before such policies can actually be adopted.
The policies discussed so far are only indirect means of achieving
the goals of sustaining environmental exposure and social contacts.
There may be some skepticism concerning their effectiveness since the
spatial isolation of different groups are results of deliberate choice
refelecting the tendency to minimize contact with the dissimilar. Thus
increased potentials for mobility or accessibility may not automatically
result in environmental education, especially for the adult population
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who have chosen to avoid contact, as Sennett has noted. 2 7
It may thus be necessary to initiate various urban educational
and information services both for the children and the adult. Even
though the most effective learning takes place outside of classroom,
there may be a real need for educational programs on cities within
the classroom settings. Recently some experimental textbooks on
cities and related teaching tools have been developed. But the relevant
information on cities, as some critics point out, may be quite
different for an inner city child from that of a suburban child.28
Thus, while for an inner city child, it is more important to have
"facts" on ordering the complexities of their environment, and
learning about real and potential opportunities outside of their
restricted environment, such information may be totally irrelevant
for the suburban child who is very well aware of the means available
to him. On the other hand, he may need to know more about the problems
of a larger community and complexities of life that he has never been
exposed to. It can also be added that the full potentials of the
communication media, notably television, which provides the technology
for a close simulation, are yet to be realized. Some beginning has been
made through the educational television, and their effectiveness
in city learning needs to be evaluated.
The field of city design is in a phase of transition. In the near
future, the city designers will have to take on different and new roles,
particularly in formulating policies that effect human relations and
communication in the context of the urban physical environment.
Different conceptual orientations to the problems of large scale
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environmental design have to be developed, especially based upon
the understanding of the social-psychological functions of the environ-
mental form. But first a great deal more has to be learned about the
basis for human responses to the physical environment and social
communication as influenced by environmental form.
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APPENDIX A
SUBJECT CHARACTERISTICS
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
EDUCATION RESEARCH. CENTER
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02139
Dear
I am writing you concerning a research project in which
we are attempting to study an individual's experience of
his immediate urban environment. Currently we are inter-
viewing a sample of MIT students who (a) had never been
in the Boston area before they came to MIT, and (b) do not
drive a car here. Your name has been selected on a random
basis and we would like you to participate in this project.
Within the next few days someone will contact you to
ehcek if you would be willing to participate, in the event
you qualify according to the above criteria, and if you
are willing, to make a date at your convenience.
The interview is expected to be over in two to three hours.
Some modest reimbursement in the amount of $2.00 per hour
will be provided for your time. The interview, naturally,
will not involve any physical or mental strain on your
part. We would appreciate your cooperation.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Tridib Banerjee
Project Director
Room 3-311
Ex. 6833
Exhibit A. Letters Sent to the Non-Local Subjects
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MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
EDUCATION RESEARCH CENTER
CAMBRIDGE. MASSACHUSETTS 02139
Dear
I am writing you concerning a research project in which
we are attempting to study an individual's experience of
his immediate urban environment. Currently we are inter-
viewing a sample of MIT students who are lifetime residents
of the Boston area. Your name has been selected on a random
basis and we would like you to participate in this project.
Within the next few days someone will contact you to check
if you would be willing to participate, in the event you
qualify and if you are willing, to make a date at your
convenience.
The interview is expected to be over in two to three
hours. Some modest reimbursement in the amount of $2.00 per
hour will be provided for your time. The interview, naturally,
will not involve any physical or mental strain on your part.
We would appreciate your cooperation.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Tridib Banerjee
Project Director
Room 3-311
Ex. 6833
Exhibit B. Letters Sent to the Local Subjects
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Home Location
Inner City
Suburbs
(Numbers next to the symbols indicate serial numbers of
the subjects.)
Figure A.1 Home Locations of the Local Subjects
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Table A.l Subjects By Major Field of Study
Freshman Senior Local
Town City Town City Suburban Inner Total
City
School of
Architecture 1 1
School of
Engineering 1 3 3 1 5 6 19
School of
Humanities 3 2 l l 7
and Social
Sciences
School of
Management 1
School of
Science 7 6 1 7 4 3 28
Unspecified
or Undecided 2 1 1 4
Note: Some subjects had more than one major field of study.
-9'
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Table A.2 Geographic Distribution of Residences
oT Non-Local Students
East West Midwest South
Freshman Town 5 3 1 3
Senior Town 4 2 2
Freshman City 4 1 2
Senior City 7 1 1
Total 20 5 3 8
Table A.3 Distribution of Family Income
Freshman Senior Local
Town City Town City Suburban Inner
City
0-10,000 4 4 3 4 5
10,000-15,000 2 3 3 4 4 2
15,000-20,000 3 2 3 2
20,000 + 3 1 2
APPENDIX B
SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES
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I. EVALUATION OF MAPS:
The maps drawn by the subjects were evaluated by three judges,
all of whom at that time were graduate students in the Department of
Urban Studies and Planning. All of them had previous training,
professional and teaching experience in architecture and urban design.
All of them were also familiar with the work of Kevin Lynch. Thus
for the purposes of map evaluation they were treated as experts.
The following is the instruction given to the jud'ges:
1. Please rank these fifty-four maps in nine equal groups of six.
After the maps are assigned into nine groups, I would like you
to rank the six maps in each group.
2. The ranking of these maps should not be done on the basis of
their artistic merits. We are interested in the subjects'
knowledge and understanding of the Boston area as reflected in
the maps drawn by them. Therefore for evaluation purposes you
may consider the following criteria: configurational accuracy,
scale relationships, structure, gross positional errors or
distortions,etc.
3. You will also notice that the maps vary in terms of the area
included in the map. Please disregard this fact and try to
evaluate the maps irrespective of the area shown in them. That is,
a map showing the central area only can be ranked higher than
the one showing the whole metropolitan area, if the former is
qualitatively better according to the criteria mentioned above.
The judges ranked the maps separately without any knowledge of the
ranks given by other two judges. A map of the Boston metropolitan
area was provided for reference purposes.
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MAPS RANKED BY THREE JUDGES
Judge 1 Judge 2 Judge 3 Total Final
Rank Rank
A. Low Familiarity
Town Subjects
1 48 50 45 143 43
2 38 33 26 97 30
3 24 34 23 81 23
4 43 43 48 134 41
5 21 29 33 83 25
6 50 46 49 145 44
7 37 27 24 88 27
8 33 28 21 82 24
9 47 42 42 131 39
B. Low Familiarity
City Subj-ects
1 34 48 44 126 38
2 15 12 18 45 13
3 49 53 54 156 46
4 28 40 32 100 31
5 31 37 36 104 33
6 35 38 31 104 33
7 1 1 3 5 1
8 19 25 -22 66 19
9 45 39 20 104 33
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Judge 1 Judge 2 Judge 3 Total Final
Rank Rank
C. Medium Familiarity
Town Subjects
1
2
3.
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
41
31
47
15
5
26
32
7
D. Medium Familiarity
City Subjects
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
16
125
68
133
51
19
92
110
62
32
62
12
67
11
24
103
46
64
9
17
3
20
2
8
32
14
18
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Judge 1 Judge 2 Judge 3 Total Final
Rank Rank
E. High Familiarity
Suburb Subjects
1 9 9 14 32 9
2 42 49 40 131 39
3 7 11 2 20 7
4 36 35 37 108 35
5 11 16 7 34 11
6 41 45 51 137 42
7 54 54 53 161 47
8 53 51 50 154 45
9 6 2 6 14 4
F. High Familiarity
City Subjects
1 12 17 10 39 12
2 40 44 47 131 39
3 30 30 46 106 34
4 29 13 27 69 22
5 32 21 41 94 29
6 52 52 52 156 46
7 10 14 9 33 10
8 22 24 15 61 16
9 23 18 43 84 26
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II Supplementary Notes to Chapter IV
In Chapter IV, the baseline differences in urban knowledge
were discussed as a function of the subjects' environmental background.
However as noted in Chapter III, the subjects were selected on the
basis of their current home addresses. This, however, did not
necessarily mean that all subjects with city adresses had lived in cities
all along nor all subjects with town addresses had lived in towns all
their lives. To check whether the subjects did indeed have city
or town backgrounds, an inventory of their past residential locations
was taken. This is shown in Figure A.1 as a cumulative years of
residence by city size. As apparent from this distribution, the
measure used for environmental background is validated, that is, the
cumulative years of big city residence is extremely high for subjects
categorized as city subjects, and very small for the subjects
*
categorized as town subjects.
Initially it was expected that from the residential mobility
and travel experience, an index of environmental exposure could be
constructed. However this proved to be difficult because there is no
adequate way of normalizing the experiences gained at different ages,
for different durations and different sizes of the places visited,
without being extremely arbitrary. Furthermore, the form in which
the recount of past travel was provided was not very reliable. However,
in terms of absolute number of different places visited, there was no
* It should be noted that one Freshman subject originally selected
as a city subject was reclassified as a town subject at the time of
the interview. When he appeared for the interview, he mentioned that he
had lived in a small town in Florida all his life and within a year
before he came to M.I.T., his family had moved to Chicago.
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difference between city and town subjects.
Table B. 1 Home Background and Travel
Median Number of Places Visited
Home Non Urban Metro- Total of
Background Urban politan all places
City (n=27) 3 5 6 6
Town (n=27) 5 4 5 5
(suburb)
Similarly, no significant association could be found between the
travel ranks and urban knowledge.
It was felt important to check whether environmental knowledge
in any way was related to family income since certain behaviroal
differences, at least physical mobility are likely to exist. First of
all, the following Table would suggest family income was in no way
related to the background. By collapsing the income category into
three classes ( required condition for effective statistical analysis),
it can be seen taht there is very little difference between the city
and town subjects as the following Table would suggest. ( Chi-square =
0.45, df = 2, not significant)
Table B. 2 Family Income and Home Background
Family Income
less than $10,000-15,000 more than Total
$10,000 $15,000
City 9 9 9 27
Town(uub 11 9 7 27(suourb)
Total 20 1 8 16 .
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Although as expected, family income has significant
realtionship with travel experience ( Chi-square = 6.02, df : 2
p ,.05 ),it has no relationship with environmental knowledge, as
measured by number of categories used in photo-sort ( Chi-square =
.94, df = 2, not significant ). Thus considering the subjects as
a whole, although family income and travel are interrelated, neither
of these variables seemed to have any effect on urban knowledge.
Furthermore, controlling for their environmental background, that is
analyzing the relationship for the city and town subjects separately,
no significant realtionship was found either. ( For the city subjects,
Chi-square = 2.06, df = 1, .20>p>.10; town subjects, Chi-square
2.18, df = 1, .20>p>.10.)
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III Verbal Recall
Table B. 3 Percentage Distribution of Various Elements Mentioned
in Verbal Recall Under Different Categories
No. of % of No. of % of No. of % of
state- Total state- Total state- Total
ments ments ments
Geographic
reference 5 5.4 4 3.4 1 1.1
system
Movement 7 8.5 18 16.1 8 9.1
system
Place 40 47.2 39 34.2 28 31.8
Spatial
identification 33 38.9 51 45.6 51 58.0
system
Total 85 100.0 112 100.0 88 100.0
It should be noted that the pattern of distribution of all elements
under various categories is consistent with that found in map recall.
(See Table 5.5) That is, with increasing fa,iliarity, the proportion
of places mentioned decreases but that of the spatial identification
system increases.
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IV. AREAS IN THE CITY LIKED: FREQUENCY AND RANK
Familiarity
Low (rank) Medium (rank) High (rank) Freq.
Harvard Sq.
Downtown
Boston Common
Boston Univ.
M.I.T.
Prudential
Back Bay
Cambridge
Kenmore Sq.
Area near MFA
Central Sq.
Bet. MIT & Harv.
Comm. Ave. area
Charles St. area
Hay Market
Govt. Center
Fenway
Beacon St.
Charles River
Area near MGH
Theater Dist.
Wellesley
Downtown Camb.
Boston Garden
Roxbury
Belmont
HUB
Kendall Square
Boston Common 1
2 Back Bay
Boston Common
Harvard Sq.
Boylston St.
M.I.T.
4 Beacon Hill
Govt. Center
Brookline
Charles River
5 Hay Market
Fenway
Mus. of F.A.
6 Prudential
6 Wellesley
Bay State Rd. 6
Comm. Ave. area6
Charles St.area6
Gardner Mus. 6
Public Garden 6
Downtown 6
Cambridge 6
Arboretum 6
Harvard area 6
The Esplanade 6
Newbury St. 6
Central Sq. 6
Bet. MIT & H.U.6
Charles R. Park6
Soldier's F. Rd6
Concord 6
College campus 6
The Riverway 6
Harv. Med. Sch.6
Colleges near
M.F.A. 6
Chinatown 6
The University
section 6
Area near North
-Eastern U. 6
Downtown
Beacon Hill 3
Comm. Ave. 3
Back Bay 3
Public Gardens 3
Hay Market 4
Waterfront 5
Suburbs 5
M.I.T. 5
Fenway 5
Harvard Sq. 5
Cambridge 5
Copley Sq. 5
Brookline 5
Bay State Rd. 6
North End 6
Charles St.area6
Gardner Mus. 6
Prudential 6
State House 6
Symphony Hall 6
Wash. St. 6
Fenway Pk. 6
Boylston St. 6
Govt. Center 6
West Roxbury 6
Beacon St. 6
Beaches 6
Arboretum 6
Mattapan 6
Cambridge Com. 6
Harvard area 6
The Esplanade 6
Kenmore Sq. 6
Newbury St. 6
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V. AREAS IN THE CITY DISLIKED:
Familiarity
Low (rank) Medium (rank) High (rank) Freq.
Roxbury
Roxbury
Roxbury 1 Washington St. 2
South Boston 2
Factory areas 2
Downtown 2
Factory area 2 Around M.I.T. 3
Parts of B.Bay 3
Combat Zone . 3 Ghettoes 4
Washington St.3 East Cambridge 4
South Boston 3 Expressways 4
Dorchester 3 Cambridge 4
Ghettoes 3 North Boston 4
"Projects" 3 North Station 4
Downtown 3 Elevated MTA 4
Poor Dist. 3 Boston Garden 4
Arlington 3 "nothing"places4
Expressways 3 Tremont St. 4
Airport 3 Kenmore Sq. 4
Parts of Camb.3 Lechmere 4
Bet. MIT&H.U. 3 E. Somerville 4
Boston 3 Sym. Hall area 4
Part of B.Bay 3 South End 4
Beacon Hill 4
N.E. & E. area 4
Apts.-Beacon st4
Haymarket 4
Central Sq. 4
Fenway Park 4
Comm. Ave. .4
Bet.Aud.Sta.& "
Sym. Hall 4
Kendall Sq. 4
Combat Zone 2
Summer/Winter2
Dorchester 2
Ethnic areas 2
Shopping area2
"Projects" 2
Downtown 2
Washington St3
Somerville 3
North End 3
South Boston 3
East Boston 3
Around MIT 3
Factory areas3
Ghettoes 3
East Cambr. 3
Bus. dist. 3
Hyde Park 3
Jamaica Plns.3
Govt. Center
excl. City
Hall 3
S.E. Expswy. 3
area
Boston 3
Chinatown 4
MIT 4
City Hall 4
Downtown Camb. 4
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VI. Complete List of Elements Mentioned in Map Recall
Total Familiarity With the City
A. Places frequency Low Medium High
(n=18) (n=18) (n=18)
M.I.T. 40 16 14 10
Prudential 38 15 13 10
Boston Common 35 12 15 8
Boston Univ. 30 12 11 7
Harvard Univ. 28 14 10 4
Logan Airport 25 11 10 4
Harvard Sq. 20 7 11 2
Central Sq. 17 4 10 3
Public Gardens 17 4 5 8
Kenmore Sq. 15 4 6 5
Northeastern U. 15 2 6 7
Fenway 14 6 5 3
Symphony Hall 14 3 6 5
Charles River Dam 11 1 8 2
State House 11 2 3 6
Fenway Park 11 3 5 3
Museum Science 10 4 4 2
Museum Fine Arts 10 2 4 4
Simmons 9 5 2 2
Haymarket Sq. 7 3 2 2
Public Library 6 1 1 4
Copley Sq. 6 2 3 1
Mass Gen. Hosp. 5 2 1 2
Lechmere 5 3 1 1
Emmanuel 5 3 - 2
Tufts Univ.: 4 2 1 1
Radcliffe 4 2 2 -
Harvard Medical 4 1 1 2
Boston Garden 4 2 1 1
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Places Total Low Medium High
(cont.) frequency
Kendall Sq. 4 2 1 1
Levitt Cir. 3 - 2 1
Park Sq. 3 1 1 1
Franklin Park 3 1 1 1
Boston State 3 2 - 1
Boston College 3 2 1 -
Harvard Bus. Sch. 3 1 2 -
North Station 3 1 1 1
New Engl. Eye
& Ear 2 - - 2
South Station 2 - 1 1
Sloane Sch. 2 1 - 1
Westgate 2 1 - 1
Jordan Marsh 2 1 1 -
Cleveland Cir. 2 1 - 1
Technology Sq. 2 1 - 1
Wellesley Col. 2 1 1-
Park St. Sta. 2 - 1 1
New Engl Med. Ct 2 - 1 1
Esplanade 2 - 2
Ashmont Sta. 2 1 - 1
Egleston Sq. 1 1 -
City Sq. 1 - - 1
Aquarium 1 - - 1
Horticulture Hall 1 - -
IDC Skating Rink 1 - - 1
Monumnts. Common 1 - - 1
Old Meeting Hse. 1 - - 1
Old State Hse. 1 - - 1
Customs Hse. 1 - - 1
Shaumut Sta. 1 - - 1
Fields Corner Sta 1 - -1
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Places Total Low Medium High
(cont.) frequency
Savin Hill
Sta. 1 - - 1
Columbia Sta. 1 - - 1
Andrew Sta. 1 - - 1
Broadway Sta. 1 - - 1
Wash. St. Sta. 1 - - 1
Tumonian Beach 1 - - 1
Wollaston Beach 1 - - 1
Carson Beach 1 - - I
Malibu Beach 1 - - 1
Tufts Medical 1 - - 1
Wheaton 1 - - 1
Gardner Museum 1 - - 1
McGowan Sq. 1 - - 1
Rowes Wharf 1 - 1
Boston Army Base 1 - - 1
Deaconess Hospt. 1 - - 1
Unicorn 1 - - 1
Berkeley Sch.
Music 1 - - 1
Draper Labs. 1 - - 1
Common Subway
Stations 1 - - 1
Sullivan Sq. 1 - - 1
Filenes 1 - - 1
Hatch Shell 1 - - 1
Harvard Stadium 1 - - 1
Harvard Ath. Complex - - 1
Acme Printing 1 - - 1
Powderhouse Sq. 1 - - 1
Childrens' Hosp. 1 - - 1
Central Wharf 1 - - 1
India Wharf 1 - - 1
Beth Israel 1 - - 1
City Point 1 - - I
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Places Total Low Medium High
(cont.) frequency
Inman Sq. 1 - 1
Durgin Park 1 - 1
Airport Sub. Sta. 1 - 1
Suffolk Downs 1 - 1
Simeones 1 - 1
Harvard Sub. Sta. 1 - 1
Long Wharf 1 - 1
Cambridge Common 1 - 1
Porter Sq. 1 - 1
Union Sq. 1 - 1
Cemetaries 1 - 1
Arboretum 1 - 1
Wheelock College 1 - 1
Boston Tea Party 1 - -
Boston Arena 1 1 -
Univ. Mass. 1 1 -
Wonderland 1 1 -
Dudley 1 1 -
Sullivan Sq. 1 1 -
Auditorium Sta. 1 1 -
Bus Stations 1 1 -
Project MAC 1 1 -
Emerson 1 1 -
DEC Offices 1 1 -
Arlington St. Sta.1 1 -
Art Galleries 1 - 1
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B. Movement System Total Low Medium High
frequency (n=18) (n=18) (n=13)
Mass. Ave. 43 15 17 11
Comm. Ave. 29 10 12 7
Harvard Br. 29 12 10 7
Longfellow Br. 24 7 13 4
Beacon St. 21 7 7 7
B.U. Bridge 21 9 9 3
Boylston St (Boston) 20 6 9 5
Huntington Ave. 16 4 6 6
Mass Pike 14 3 5 6
S.E. Expsy. 14 2 6 6
Memorial Dr. 13 3 6 4
Washington St. 12 3 4 5
Charles St. 11 2 3 6
Tremont St. 11 1 4 6
Main St. 10 4 4 2
Route 128 6 - 2 4
Newbury St. 6 - 4 2
Marlborough St. 5 1 2 2
Mystic River Br. 5 2 2 1
River St. Br. 4 - 4 -
Western Ave. Br. 4 - 4 -
Subway Lines 4 1 2 1
Route 1, Cl 4 - 1 3
Park St. 4 - 2 2
Brookline Ave. 4 1 2 1
C-9 4 - - 4
Railroad Tracks (P.A.)3 1 1 1
Western Ave. 3 1 1 1
Boylston St. (Caib) 3 1 1 1
Broadway 3 - 2 1
Cambridge St. 3 - 2 1
Harvard St. 2 - - 2
Columbus Ave. 2 1 - 1
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Movement Total Low Medium High
System (cont) frequency
2 - 2
2 - 2
2 ~- - 2
2 1 - 1
2 - 2 -
2 1 - 1
2 1 - 1
2 1 1 -
2 1 - 1
2 1 1 -
Route 24
1-93
Interstate 95
Vassar St.
Anderson Bridge
Arlington St.
Highway
Northeast Expsy.
Blue Hill Ave
Brighton Ave.
Sts. between Main
and Mem. Drive
Humbolt St.
Seaver St.
Warren St.
Soldiers Field Rd.
Mt. Auburn St.
Interstate 90
Essex St.
South St.
Bedford St.
Route 3
Bus line
Clarendon St.
Railroad Track
(Medford)
Fenway Bridge
Back St.
Maverick St.
River St.
Shawmut St.
Dartmouth St.
Exeter St.
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Movement Total Low Medium High
systems (cont) frequency
Fairfield St. 1 - - 1
Gloucester St. 1 - - 1
Albany St. 1 - - 1
Route 2A 1 - - 1
Arborway 1 - - 1
Summer St. 1 - - 1
Route 495 1 -
Charles St. Rotary 1 - - 1
Park Drive 1 - - 1
Amherst St. 1 - - 1
Charlesgate 1
Network of
Interstate 1
Streets of Back Bay 1
Streets of East
Cambridge 1 - 1 -
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C. Local Topography, etc. Total Low Medium High
frequency (n=18) (n=18) (n=18)
Charles River 50 18 16 16
Harbor 12 2 5 4
Coastline 11 2 5 4
Penninsula 9 5 3 1
Sea 8 2 4 2
Mystic River 4 1 2 1
Fresh Pond 4 1 3 -
Jamica Pond 2 1 - 1
Blue Hill 2 - 2
Lakes 1 1 - -
Neponset River 1 - 1 -
Islands 1 - - 1
Fenway Pond 1 - - 1
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D. Spatial Total Low Medium High
Identification frequency (n=18) (n=18) (n=18)
System
Cambridge 27 8 7 12
Govt. Ct. 23 8 10 5
Roxbury 22 4 8 10
Downtown Boston 19 5 9 5
Dorchester 16 1 5 10
Boston 14 4 2 8
Charlestown 12 1 5 6
Wellesley 11 2 8 1
Beacon Hill 10 - 6 4
Business Dist, 10 3 7
East Boston 10 1 2 7
South Boston 10 3 5 2
Somerville 9 - 7 2
Shopping Dist. 9 2 3 4
Ports, Docks,
Waterfront 9 3 3 3
Brighton 8 2 3 3
Watertown 8 3 3 2
Quincy 6 1 2 3
Chinatown 6 - 3 3
South-End 6 - 1 5
North End 5 - 1 4
Mattapan 5 1 1 3
Lexington 5 - 3 2
Milton 5 - - 5
Arlington 4 1 2 1
West Roxbury 4 - 2 2
Jamica Plains 4 - 1 3
Allston 4 1 2 1
Downtown Cambridge 4 2 2 -
New York 3 1 1 1
Cape Cod 3 - 2 1
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Spatial Total Low Medium High
Identification frequency
System
(cont.)
New Hampshire 3 1 2
Roslindale 3 - - 3
Hyde Park 3 - 1 2
Framingham 3 - 2 1
Belmont 3 - 1 2
Chelsea 3 - 1 2
Medford 3 - 1 2
Everett 3 1 - 2
East Cambridge 2 1 1 -
Forest Hills 2 1 - 1
Concord 2 - 2 -
Dedham 2 - 1 1
Lynn 2 - 1 1
Combat Zone 2 - - 2
South Shore 2 1 - 1
Gloucester 1 - - 1
Salem 1 - - 1
Beverly 1 - - 1
Winchester 1 - 1
Reading 1 - - 1
Tewksbury 1 - - 1
Chelm sford 1 - - 1
Lowell 1 - - 1
Methuen 1 - - 1
Haverhill 1 - - 1
Natick 1 - - 1
West Newton 1 1 - -
Chestnut Hill 1 1 - -
Cambridgeport 1 - 1 -
Greek Section 1 - - 1
Worcester 1 - 1 -
Springfield 1 - 1 -
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Spatial Total Low Medium High
Identification frequency
System
(cont.)
Cleveland 1 - 1 -
Newport R.I 1 - - 1
Vermont 1 - - 1
Charles River Plaza 1 1 - -
Squantum 1 - - 1
South Cove 1 - - 1
Bunker Hill 1 1 - -
Braintree 1 - 1 -
Weymouth 1 - 1 -
Needham 1 - 1 -
Weston 1 - 1 -
Beverly 1 - 1 -
Ipswich 1 - 1 -
Rockport 1 - - 1
Bedford 1 - - 1
Winthrop 1 - - 1
Waltham 1 - - 1
Woburn 1 - - 1
Revere 1 - - 1
APPENDIX C
THE INTERVIEW
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A. THE INTERVIEW
* 1. I would like to know all your advance ideas about Boston and this
area - everything you thought about Boston before you came here.
[ Probes were used to determine sources of prior concepts, such as
"How did you know that ?" or "How did you get the
impression that 1" Additional probes were used to
elicit responses related to various aspects of the city]
* 2. What are the things you were interested in finding out In advance
about the city when you knew that you were going to be in the Boston
area for some time?
* 3. In what ways did you expect Boston to be different from other major
cities?
* 4. In what ways did you expect Boston to be different from your home
town (or city)?
* 5. I would like to know something about your first impressions of the
Boston area. Could you describe in detail your experience of arriving
in the city for the first time?
What struck you as most unusual?
* 6. Once you were here, did you find the city any different from your
prior- ideas and expectations?
In what ways?
7. Now I am going to ask you something about cities in general. What
first comes to your mind when you think of cities?
8. How would you classify different sections of a city in terms of
what go on there?
[ Based on specific categories mentioned, probes of the following
nature were used to elicit additional descriptions of those areas:
"How would you describe the area?", "What about ?
etc. ]
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9. I am going to give you a set of photographs showing different
aspects and types of urban scenes. I would like you to sort them
in different piles - as many as you wish - so that each pile
represents a particular type or aspect of the urb a environment.
[ After the subject has completed sorting the photographs, the
following instruction was given: ]
Now taking each pile at a time would you please run through them
quickly explaining what the particular pile represents and why
you have chosen these pictures under each category.
* 10. Now I would like to ask you about your impressions of the city of
Boston and this area in general. How have your impressions of this
area changed now that you have lived here for some time?
Why have your impressions changed?
Is there anything you have heard or read about Boston earlier
that has turned out to be a myth?
11. How would you give a physical description of the Boston area
to someone who has never been here?
[ If the subject referred to specific parts of the city, the
following probe was used: ]
How would you describe the area?
12. I would like you to draw a map of the Boston area showing what
you know about the city. Let t s say that you have ten minutes to
complete it. Please indicate the north direction in your map.
* 13. I assume that you must consider yourself more knowledgeable about
the city than when you first arrived. Tell me what you have learnt
about the city so far.
[ Depending on the nature of response various probes were used
to elicit additional response ]
How have you found out about such things?
14. As you know the Boston area like any other metropolitan area
is characterized by a diverse population group. How would you
categorize different groups of people who live in this area?
[ Once the categories were mentioned, the following instructions
were given: ]
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I would like you to indicate in this map where different groups
people as you have suggested live or are likely to be seen.
[ If the response to the first question was only in terms of
income categories, the following probe was used]
Is there any other way of categorizing various population groups?
I would like you also to show in this map where these groups are
localized.
[ If the response to the first question was other than income
categories, the following probe was used]
I would like you also to show in this map where different income
classes are Localized.
[ A clear acetate overlay on a USGS map (See Figure C.1) was
provided for this purpose, and the subjects were given different
colored pencils for income and social categories ]
15. I would like you to show in this map overlay the areas with which
you are most familiar.
[ A different colored pencil was provided ]
I would like you also to show in this map areas outside of the ones
you have shown already which you have actually visited and with
which you are somewhat familiar.
[ A different colored pencil was provided ]
16. Now I would like you to indicate in the same map the part of the
Boston area you consider as your neighborhood.
[ A different colored pencil was provided ]
Why do you consider this area as your neighborhood?
17. I am going to show you a set of pictures. Please examine them care-
fully and sort them in three piles : a) the ones you definitely
recognize, b) the ones you are not quite sure about, and c) those
you don't recognize at all.
Please take those pictures which you definitely recognize and tell
me what they are,
I would now like you to take any three of the pictures you don't
recognize and try to guess what parts of the city they are likely
to be from.
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18. If you were to live outside the campus and assuming that trans-
portation wasn't a problem, where would you like to live and why?
19. Would you like to or do you plan to live in the Boston area
after you graduate?
20. What areas of the city do you like most and why?
21. What areas of the city don't you like and why?
Note:
The original list of questions is much longer than this. But since
the other questions are primarily related to the subjects' experience
of the campus environment and its relation to the city, they are not
included here. Results of the rest of the interviews will be treated
in a different study;
The questions presented here were related to a non-local subjects
experience and impressions of the city. But not all of these questions
were relevant for the local residents. These are identified by an aste-
risk. In fact, the effective number of questions for the local residents
was smaller than the list described above. However, to keep the length
and the protocol of the interview identical, some dummy questions were
included for the local subjects. For example, while the non-local sub-
jects were asked about their prior impressions of Boston and their initial
experience of the city. the local subjects were asked about the cities
they never visited, or their first ifmpressions of a different city. Res-
ponses to such questions were not included in the analysis.
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GENERAL INFO RMAT ION:
AGENAME
r AS MA-Tflp
Please list all the places in which you have lived for more than
six months; starting with the most recent:
PLACE STATE/COUNTRY PERIOD OF RESIDENCE
(between years....)
less than $5,000
5,000 - 10,000
10,000 - 15,000
15,000 - 20,000
more than 20,000
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We would also like to ask you the different places you have visited:
PLACE STATE/COUNTRY YOUR AGE AT
THAT TIME
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Figure C.1 USGS Map Used for Social Area Identification
(Reduced four times)
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Exhibit A. Photographs Used in Photo-Sort Task
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Exhibit B. Photographs Used in Recognition Test
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